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A COOLING BREEZE: EXTERNAL-SPRING PATTERNS

The series...
This multi-volume project began life as a simple guide to the indicator. I
had become involved in 1993 with the British Engineerium in Hove, Sussex,
England, where a small group of steam-engine indicators had been placed in
a show-case with minimal explanation. My father had worked for Dobbie
McInnes, the principal British manufacturer of indicators in the twentieth
century, and so I had a vague idea of what they had been designed to do.
A search of the museum storerooms revealed more instruments, often
in good condition, and so we decided to make a better display. I set out
to provide a short overview and captions for the individual items, but this
only succeeded in proving how little I knew. I then ransacked the museum
library for additional information. There were many fascinating nineteenthcentury ‘steam engineering’ textbooks, but these concentrated more on the
utility of the indicator than on its history. Some gaps were filled with material
drawn from the pages of Engineering (the museum library had a more-or-less
complete set from 1868 to the 1960s), which included some superb engravings,
but progress was slow. It was apparent that very few colleagues in the museum
industry knew much about the history of the indicator, though one or two
informative articles had been published in Germany and the U.S.A.
Gradually, I began to piece a story together. This was greatly helped by
the enthusiasm of individual collectors, by other museums with indicators
of their own, by obtaining patent specifications, and by drawing together
manufacturers’ and distributors’ literature. What had once been a fog of
information slowly cleared into a cogent narrative. There were many gaps
where information had proved difficult (if not impossible) to obtain; and
many hunches were shown to be mistaken. Yet progress was made. This was
helped greatly by the interest shown by the Engineerium, in particular by
its founder Jonathan Minns (1938–2013), and then by Ian McGregor and the
Canadian Museum of Making when the Engineerium closed in 2005.
I would also like to pay tribute to the many people who have helped
to bring the project to this point. In particular, I am grateful to Dr Bruce
Babcock of Amanda, Ohio, U.S.A., for chasing information, taking superb
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photographs, and keeping me on the right track; I owe Larry Parker thanks
for details of his wonderful collection of indicators; I thank Ben Russell of
the Science Museum, Internal Fire, and the Powerhouse Museum in Sydney,
Australia. I’m also grateful for the support of individuals far too numerous to
mention individually (I hope this corporate ‘thank you’ will suffice!).
The project soon grew too large to be published conventionally, and it
was decided to break it into sections. These are being released in electronic
form, at least for the moment, because we are well aware that information is
still needed. There are far fewer gaps than there were five years ago, but this
is not to say that none remain…
The individual booklets in the series are currently intended to be:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

In the beginning: Watt and McNaught.
Amplification: internal-spring patterns.
A cooling breeze: external-springs.
Mirrors, wheels and sparks: new tricks.
Aids, accessories and overview.
John Walter, Portslade, 2015
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A starting point
The success of high-speed steam engines and the earliest oil engines, which
even by the mid 1890s had become popular with makers of generating
equipment, emphasised the need for indicators that would work reliably with
ever-increasing speed and ever-rising pressures.
The enclosure of the spring within the cylinder, exposing it to considerable
heat, was shown to allow substantial errors in indicated horsepower readings.
Springs which had been calibrated ‘cold’ could be badly affected by the heat of
steam leaking past the piston, and, as these effects were not constant, response
would be erratic. The loading of springs varied with temperature, which in
turn depended on pressure; steam at 150 lb/sq.in above atmospheric pressure,
for example, boils not at 100°C but at 186°C.
Charles Porter and Elliott Brothers had recognised the problem from the
start of production, and had undertaken tests which showed a potential error
of one pound in forty (2·5 per cent); springs had been calibrated to counteract
the error. Trials were also undertaken in 1874–6 by Professor Berndt of the
Königlichen höheren Gewerbeschule in Chemnitz. Reported to meetings of
the Sächsische Ingenieure und Architecten Verein and summarised in several
English-language publications in the late 1870s, these experiments with
seven Richards pattern indicators (three made by Elliott Brothers and the
remainder by Schaeffer & Budenberg) showed that the errors could exceed a
staggering 25 per cent if the indicator spring had seen hard use. The average
errors were usually only 2–5 per cent, but even these had a significant effect
on horsepower calculations.
Variations were found in the response of the spring throughout its
compression range; whether the pressure was falling or rising affected
results, as did calibration undertaken with a cold ‘free’ spring. Berndt even
discovered serious errors in the graduations of the rulers supplied by the
indicator makers to guide interpretation of the diagrams! Though the errors
were reduced by the introduction of better indicators from 1875 onward,
particularly the external-spring patterns of the twentieth century, Thirkell &
Ingham, in Engine and Boiler Accessories (1913) could still observe that an
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error of two per cent was acceptable. Yet even if these problems were of no
particular importance in slow-running engines developing comparatively low
pressures, they were unquestionably an unwanted handicap when running
speeds exceeded 300 rpm and pressures rose past 200 lb/sq.in.
The chronology of exposed-spring indicators is still unclear. The so-called
Maudslay & Field design (q.v.) may date as early as the 1820s, but there is as yet
no evidence that its spring was deliberately isolated from steam-heat. Some
have claimed that the tablet-type indicator credited to Hutton had an external
spring, but this was probably nothing but a way of simplifying construction.
That changes could be expected in a spring confined in a hot pistonchamber was clearly known by the middle of the nineteenth century; as boiler
pressures had increased, so, too, did the temperature of steam.
Among the first inventors to recognise the problem were the Frenchman
Victor Lefebvre and the German Philipp Rosenkranz. To the former,
precedence may be due: his indicator is believed to have been patented
in France in 1881. The perfected version embodied what is basically a
Rosenkranz-Thompson mechanism, with the intermediate link anchored in
the piston-rod cap instead of the base of a hollowed piston stem. The platform
was distinctively curved, arching downward to allow a series of circular ports
to be cut circumferentially in the detachable spring chamber. The piston
protruded beneath the spring-chamber bottom cap, a small spout allowing
condensate or blow-by to exhaust. Construction of this type was a conscious
attempt to prevent steam reaching the spring and allow air to circulate to
keep to a minimum the rise of temperature expected in the material of the
indicator body during the recording process.
Lefebvre indicators were exhibited at the Exposition Universelle held in
Paris in 1889, attracting the attention of the engineering press in Briatin, the
U.S.A. and elsewhere, but do not seem to have been made in quantity. It
is suspected that the ease with which Crosby indicators (also exhibited in
Paris) could be obtained in France made production of indigenous designs
uneconomic.
The Rosenkranz indicator patented in Germany in 1887 resembled the
Lefebvre type in the way in which the spring was contained in a ventilated
chamber beneath the platform. Its principal claim to novelty was what
Philipp Rosenkranz called Hutkolben or ‘hat piston’: an idea he revisited in
the late 1890s when the advantages of isolating springs from the effects of heat
were more freely acknowledged.
The hat-piston was little more than a hollow cap held by spring-pressure
over the open end of a cylinder communicating with the source of pressure.
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Plate 2. An
engraving of one of
the French-made
Lefebvre indicators
show in Paris in
1889. Note the
distinctive curve
to the platform,
and the ventilating
holes cut through
the spring-chamber
immediately below
the amplifyinggear collar. The
mechanism
is basically a
Rosenkranz-type
Thompson, with the
short intermediate
link entirely exposed
above the springchamber cap.
Taken from The
Practical Engineer
(London), 16th
August 1889.

When pressure increased, it lifted the ‘hat’ to operate an otherwise standard
Rosenkranz-Thompson amplifier. This efficiently isolated the spring from the
effects of excessive heat, but had two important drawbacks: if the tester had
chosen a spring which was too weak, the hat lifted off the cylinder-mouth and
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released an unpleasant blast of scalding high-pressure steam. In addition, the
surface area of the piston changed as soon as the hat began to lift, adding to
the total that of the annulus created by the rim of the cylinder.

McKINNELL & BUCHANAN TYPE

britain, patented in 1893
A Richards indicator provided the basis of a claim to novelty made by
Glaswegians Robert McKinnell, ‘Consulting Engineer’, and John Buchanan,
‘Indicator Maker’. Protected by British Patent 7180 of 1892, accepted on 18th
February 1893, the McKinnell & Buchanan indicator is probably due the
accolade as the first effectual external-spring pattern.
Though the text of the patent draws attention to suitability of “Richard’s
[sic] and other like indicators”, the drawings show a Richards-type body with
the platform extended so that a rod-like standard could extend upward on
Plates 3 and 4, next page. The British McKinnell & Buchanan indicator, patented in 1893,
pioneered the externally-mounted spring. It was soon eclipsed by more refined designs,
though many originating in Germany and the U.S.A. were essentially similar.
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each side, above the tracer bar and the amplifying mechanism. A plate was
then locked to the standards by hexagonal nuts, and the spring could be
screwed to the threaded boss placed co-axially with the elongated piston rod.
This rose up through the boss and through the spring, to be secured with a
threaded cap.
When pressure was admitted below the piston, the elongated piston rod
moved upward to extend the spring between the fixed bridge and the moving
piston-rod cap. This was, in essence, the precursor of all the top-mounted
extension-spring designs, including the Davidson (Crosby) and Lehmann
(Maihak) patterns. That McKinnell & Buchanan had deliberately isolated
the spring is evident in the words of the printed Complete Specification: ‘...
improvements consist in a more conventiant mode and means of securing the
helical pressure drawing springs over and outside the indicating cylinders,
instead of inside as heretofore in these indicators, and which will enable the
different scale springs employed to be more easily changed and secured that
hitherto and be maintained at a more uniform temperature [my italics]...’
Two flanges lay on the piston rod, one above and one below the rear link
of the amplifying system. When the piston rod was raised, rounded disc-like
shoulders on the link moved the tracer bar.
Though a few McKinnell & Buchanan indicators were made in Glasgow
by Hannan & Buchanan, output was meagre. Their manufacturer was never
able to produce indicators in quantity,[1] and, in addition, the unsophisticated
British market of the 1890s was satisfied by the Richards indicators offered
by Elliott Brothers and others; by Tabor and Crosby instruments imported
in quantity from the U.S.A.; and by German-made Schaeffer & Budenberg
examples masquerading as the products of an English affiliate, Schaeffer &
Budenberg Ltd of Broadheath in Manchester. Consequently, McKinnell &
Buchanan’s legacy lies more in the influence they had on others than in the
execution of their own ideas.

WAYNE OR ‘SIMPLEX’ TYPE

Britain, patented in 1894
Designed by Moses Wayne, whose reciprocating-tablet instrument (described
in detail in Book One) had been patented a year previously, this was protected
by British Patent 18001/94 granted on 21st September 1894 to ‘Moses John
Wayne, of 22 London Road, Grays, in the County of Essex’.
1. John Hannan and his successor, Hannan & Buchanan, had made a variety of McNaught- and then
Richards-type indicators (the latter usually adapted from components bought from Elliott Brothers),
before proceeding to a few copies of the Thompson in the early 1900s.
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The steam valve was combined with a transverse chamber containing a rightangle nozzle and a wire brush to trap the impurities that would otherwise
reach the piston chamber. The lower body of the indicator carried the
platform and the tapered plug forced into the seat on the steam cock by the
union nut. The ‘cylinder’ was little more than an annulus, held in place by a
collar between the upper and lower bodies, through which the deep recessedface piston reciprocated in an attempt to minimise friction and the ‘binding’
Plate 5. The production-type Wayne Simplex indicator, from an Elliott Brothers engraving
of c. 1897. The design of the spring-bearing block and pantograph links was soon changed.
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that could occur if the movement of the piston was not perfectly parallel with
the cylinder walls.
The upper body, effectively a hollow cylinder with slit sides, contained the
amplifying mechanism. A vertical standard on the upper-body cap anchored
the upper arm of a ‘blade’ or tong-like spring, the lower arm engaging the
tip of the extended piston rod. The drum spring was contained in an inner
tube, and could be adjusted by turning the head that projected beneath the
platform. A slender vertical groove in the drum allowed the paper to be held
by a rod. The rod could be raised, until its tip came free, and then turned
around a loose pivot on the top edge of the drum. The single-pulley bracket
rotated in a block which was curved to follow the base of the drum and
attached to the top surface of the platform with two bolts. A small capstan
nut allowed the stem of the pulley bracket to be locked at any desired angle.
The original amplifying mechanism consisted of a long rod-like tracer bar
pinned to a short rear link, of inverted ‘U’-shape, which was anchored in
a light sheet-steel carriage projecting rearward from the lower-body cap.
When the piston rod rose, a short sleeve, rocking laterally on a stud projecting
from a sleeve on the piston rod, allowed the tracer bar move up and back
simultaneously around a fixed pivot provided by another rocking sleeve at
the front of the carriage. A combination of the sleeves and the short rear link
allowed the trace point to move vertically.
Wayne also claimed novelty in a method of adapting the blade-spring
design to provide ‘slice’ diagrams by substituting two opposed ‘C’ springs and
a small handle to increase pressure. He also included a non-rotating drum
cover, attached to the platform, which was useful if the indicator was exposed
to ‘the weather or sea’.
The Wayne blade-spring indicator was an unusual departure from convention,
and had soon attracted the attention of Elliott Brothers. Sales of the Richards
indicator had declined in the face of competition, particularly from the Tabor,
the Crosby and the McInnes designs, and the small high-speed Darke had not
proved to be as successful as anticipated.
Renamed the ‘Simplex’, the 1894-type Wayne was placed on the market
on 1st January 1897 to give Elliott Brothers an indicator which could be used
satisfactorily with gas- and oil engines. However, most of the quirky features
of the patent had been abandoned in favour of conventional practice, and
the amplifying mechanism had become a pantograph pivoting on a collar
attached to the piston rod. The upper pivots were single, allowing the tracer
bar to be offset to the right to pass the piston rod. Each link was made of flat
plate, held together by screws. The small aluminium drum of the prototype
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Plate 6. Simplex indicator no. 913 B is a small-size or
high-speed example. This one may originally have been
plated and also shows evidence of renumbering. It was
probably one of the last to have been made.

Courtesy of Bruce Babcock, Amanda, Ohio, U.S.A.
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Courtesy of Bruce Babcock, Amanda, Ohio, U.S.A.

Plate 7. Another view of Simplex indicator no. 913 B. Lack of plating generally identifies a
‘Second Class’ product, but this instrument may once have been nickel-plated.
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was replaced by a larger and more conventional sheet-steel version, two
tapering spring-steel paper fingers of unequal height were held by three short
screws in inverted-triangle form, and the spring slider of a Darke detent was
held to the outside of the lower body by an annular plate through which the
operating button protruded. The detent pawl, pivoting on a pillar attached
to the platform, engaged teeth cut in the upper periphery of the drum base.
The steam cock and the union were standard Elliott fittings, and the body,
which was held to the liner with a large hexagonal-head nut between the union
nut and the platform, was made integrally with the standards that bracketed
the amplifying gear. Each standard represented roughly one-quarter of the
circumference of the sub-diameter body extension; the top was threaded to
receive the body cap and a large-diameter insulated handle projected from
the outer standard to allow the indicator to be lifted when hot.
The piston rod ran up through two collars connected by a bracket offset
to one side to allow the tracer bar to pass alongside the piston rod. The
stop, with a small knurled head, screwed through a plate (angled sharply
downward) which was attached to the base of the bracket with two screws.
The amplifying-gear carriage was attached to the lower collar, and a
tapering standard projecting upward from the top collar carried the transverse
groove for the lug on the upper limb of the spring. The lug on the lower
limb of the spring slotted into a matching groove in the piston-rod head.
The bracket-type insert lacked rigidity, and was soon replaced by a tubular
pattern, cut away at the sides to allow the tracer bar to pass and extended at
the head to accept the spring.
The carriage for the amplifying mechanism was anchored in the base of
the housing, and a loose collar, threaded internally, could be screwed down
onto the body standards to lock the components together. The limbs of the
blade spring each ended in a transverse cylindrical lug; one lug engaged a
transverse groove in the enlarged piston-rod tip and the other engaged a
similar groove across a block held inside the top bracket of the piston-rod
housing by a nut and a small locking screw. The hollow-face piston, held to
the rod with a screw, had two small circumferential grooves.
At about the same time as the change to the piston-rod housing was
made, the links of the pantograph were made from folded sheet and riveted
together—perhaps in an attempt to lighten them.
Elliott Brothers retained the adjustable drum spring, which protruded
beneath the platform where the fairlead-retaining nut would usually be
found. A desire to provide a conventional fairlead was answered with a splitbody design—originally locked together with a small capstan nut, placed
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horizontally, and then with a vertical thumb-screw—which rotated around
the drum-spring tube and was held in place by a detachable collar. The singlepulley block could rotate around its longitudinal axis unless locked in place.
The Simplex was offered commerfcially in two forms, Type A (large)
and Type B (small): the former for running speeds up to 250 rpm, giving a
diagram measuring 2½ × 5in, and the latter for speeds of 250–500 rpm (1½ ×
3in). The availability of springs was impressive, from ‘10’ (i.e., a pressure of
10 lb/sq.in moved the trace-point vertically by an inch) to ‘100’ (100 lb/sq.in
per inch of tracer-point movement). This enabled the larger instrument to
handle pressures up to 300lb/sq.in and the smaller version to handle pressure
up to 150 lb/sq.in.
Charles Pickworth, writing in The Indicator Handbook (1898 edition),
said of the Simplex, ‘one of the most recently introduced instruments’, that
‘the usual arrangement has been departed from, and in place of the ordinary
helical spring a special form of “sugar-tongs” spring is employed… With
this arrangement the spring does not come into contact with the steam, and
its accuracy is not therefore affected by variation of temperature, nor is it
subjected to the corrosive action of damp steam. Another advantage is that
the spring can be more easily changed than with the ordinary form. It is
claimed [by Elliott Brothers!] that the shape of the springs is such that a high
degree of accuracy is obtainable, while they are far more readily calibrated
and are more uniform in range than the ordinary form of helical spring.’
Other observers were less charitable, particularly the promoters of the
Crosby and Tabor indicators (very popular in Britain in the 1890s), who
derided the comparatively crudely-made pantograph assembly and doubted
the consistent response to rapidly-changing pressures of the unique ‘tong
springs’ compared with the better-established spiral type.
Vigorously promoted by Elliott Brothers for the ease with which the
spring could be changed and regulated, and the manufacturing advantages
possessed by the distinctive spring (‘lends itself to accuracy of calibration
in any range’, ‘a simplicity of attachment [that] will recommend it to all
engineers’), the Simplex was never able to challenge the sudden dominance
of the Dobbie McInnes Design No. 1.
The springs were easily changed, but difficult to renew if they broke;
riveting the links of the amplifying mechanism hindered repairs, and the
ever-increasing speeds and pressures associated with internal-combustion
engines soon exceeded the limited recording capacity of the Simplex.
However, it survived long enough to merit the comments made by John Okill
in his book Autographic Indicators for Internal Combustion Engines (1938):
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Plate 8. The final production version of the Simplex indicator, made by Elliott Brothers
of London, was still being offered in the 1920s—even though most of the components
had been made long before 1914. This is the standard or large-size instrument no. 453.A.
Canadian Museum of Making collection.

‘Commendable features…are, the spring and piston can be quickly removed
and replaced, it is fitted with effective and easily operated locking devices for
positioning the guide pulley, often unsatisfactory details on some indicators.
Other features include a much-appreciated and easily adjusted device for
altering the tension of the drum spring without removing the drum and a
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detent gear for stopping and starting the drum without disconnecting the
driving cord’. Okill also recorded that the instrument he pictured, a Type B
fitted with a small-diameter piston (with a face area of 1/8 sq.in), satisfactorily
indicated pressures as high as 840 lb/sq.in on a diagram measuring 1½ × 3in.
It is assumed that, once the manufacturing pattern had been perfected,
Elliott Brothers ordered a single run of the major components and then
completed indicators to order—over a lengthy period of time. It is probable
that the indicators being offered in the 1920s, excepting a few minor
components, dated no later than 1900 and had simply been in store for the
intervening period.
Markings are invariably confined to SIMPLEX PATENT. over ELLIOTT BROS
LONDON., each in two lines on the back of the body. The serial number (e.g., No
453.A) was stamped into the edge of the continuation of the platform beneath
the maker’s mark. No Simplex has been found with a four-digit number, and
it is assumed than only about a thousand were made. It is also suspected that
the ‘A’ and ‘B’ types were numbered in the same sequence, with only the suffix
letter distinguishing them.
Simplex indicators were sold in traditional British-style mahogany boxes,
with a hinged flap, held by a short chain, to which the indicator could be
attached. The springs were clipped onto a special metal retaining-plate with
curved fingers, and the scale rules were usually placed in a partitioned tray. A
steam-cock and a spare drum spring were among the accessories.

EXTERNAL-SPRING INDICATORS MADE IN THE U.S.A.
The advent of the McKinnell & Buchanan indicator in Britain seems to have
passed all but unnoticed in North America. However, inventors everywhere
were becoming aware that the virtues of exposing the piston spring to the
cooling effects of the atmosphere more than outweighed the disadvantages
accruing from any additional complexities of construction.
By the early 1900s, therefore, the first of a long series of external-spring
indicators had been developed: Harrison (patent sought in 1896), Page (1898),
Plate 9, next page. Drawings accompanying the patent issued in 1899 to inventor William
Harrison, the earliest external-spring indicator known to have been developed in the
U.S.A. Note the lateral steam inlet and the design of the quadrant that allowed the trace
bar to be locked into (or out of ) position. By courtesy of the U.S. Government Patent Office,
Washington DC.
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Houghtaling (1899), Davidson (1902), Bosworth (1903–4), Webster (1906–8),
and Jerauld (1909). The Houghtaling patent was assigned to Ashcroft, makers
of the Tabor; the Page and Davidson designs were both based on the Crosby
amplifying system. The others, however, were based on the well-proven
Thompson or ‘Improved Thompson’ patterns.

HARRISON TYPE

u.s.a., patented in 1899
Though never successful commercially, the external-spring indicator patented
by William H. Harrison of Braintree, Massachusetts, was the first of its class
to be developed in the U.S.A.—though the patent, sought in December 1896,
was not issued until 22nd August 1899. The drawings show an elongated
platform with the drum and two-pulley fairlead at one end, and a cylindrical
chamber, extensively cutaway at the sides, at the other. The spring is held
between a stationary top-plate and a mobile crossbar, attached to the head of
the piston rod, which slides vertically in slots in the lower part of the spring
chamber. The back link of the amplifying mechanism pivots on the edge of
the crossbar.
The place of the piston rod-link is taken by a fixed link pivoted on a
carriage attached to the platform, though the remainder of the design is
conventionally Thompson. The union nut, however, is orientated vertically
at the spring-chamber end of the platform. This allows steam to enter above
the piston, pulling down the lower end of the spring and also, therefore,
the mobile crossbar. Engaging the pointer with the paper is controlled by
a peg on the platform engaging a short lateral sector on the carriage; radial
movement is about 30 degrees, and the carriage can be locked in any position
by turning the thumbscrew.

TABOR (HOUGHTALING) INDICATOR

u.s.a., patented in 1900
The introduction of exposed spring indicators in Europe forced the principal
U.S. manufacturers to respond, and a refinement of the well-established
Tabor indicator was introduced by the Ashcroft Mfg Co. in 1900.
Protected by U.S. Patent 646700, ‘Steam-Engine Indicator’, sought on 18th
August 1899 and issued to William Houghtaling of Bridgeport, Connecticut,
on 3rd April 1900, it retained the basic curved-track-and-roller amplifying
system of the preceding enclosed-spring design. However, two squared
standards protruding vertically from the platform supported a bridge and
the spring was clamped between the bridge and the platform by tightening
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a screwed collar. The amplifying mechanism was attached to a rod or ‘freeacting pin’ that slid vertically in an auxiliary chamber alongside the piston
cylinder, allowing a projecting arm or ‘lifter’ on the piston rod to engage a
Plate 10. The external-spring Tabor indicator was the work of William Houghtaling. This
is no. 10025, probably dating from 1905/6. Note how the amplifying mechanism is offset
from the centre line. Canadian Museum of Making collection.
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Plate 11. Houghtaling-Tabor external-spring indicator no. 10025 in its box. The large
number of empty pegs suggests that springs are missing, though manufacturers usually
only offered a single spring with each indicator. Canadian Museum of Making collection.

collar on the free-acting pin. This controlled the movement of the pointer as
the piston rose and fell.
Much of the existing tooling could be used and the springs could be
changed exceptionally easily. However, the unconstrained springs were
prone to flex laterally and the asymmetrical design of the amplifying
mechanism (particularly as the free-acting pin was offset from the centre-line
of the piston) probably gave unexceptional accuracy. In addition, the clumsy
design—in common with the competing American-Thompson and the first
Dreyer, Rosenkranz & Droop or Schaeffer & Budenberg patterns—suggests
that Ashcroft rushed the external-spring Tabor into production prematurely.
Substantial numbers of them were made, but work soon came to an end.

CROSBY (DAVIDSON) TYPE

u.s.a., patented in 1902
Introduction of external-spring indicators by the Ashcroft Manufacturing
Company (the Houghtaling-Tabor type) and the American Steam Gauge
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Plate 12 and 13. No. 01393 (above) is a typical ‘New Model’ Crosby external-spring
indicator. Canadian Museum of Making collection. The illustration below left (from an
undated leaflet) shows an attempt to provide an indicator for high-speed steam and
internal combustion engines by using parts of the standard enclosed-spring design.
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Plate 14. The ‘New Model’ Crosby external-spring indicator
The illustration, originally published in William J. Goudie, Ripper’s Steam Engine Theory
and Practice (eighth edition, 1932), shows a vertical section of a typical indicator.
The gunmetal cylinder 1 is held in
the recess in the cylindrical projection 2 of the platform 3, carrying
the drum 4, by the outer cylinder
5, to which is attached the connecting nipple 6 and union nut 7.
The piston 8 is made of steel and
has a spherical contour, to prevent sticking through any want of
alignment.
The piston rod 9, which is hollow, passes up through a bushing
in the cap 10 and for a part of its
length is slotted to accommodate
the parallel motion linkage… The
hollow rod passes through a long
bush 11 fixed in the crosshead 12
on to which the spring 13 can be
screwed.
The top of the rod is provided
with a swivel head 14 having a slot into which the ball 15, of the spring, fits, so that
when the spring ball is clamped hard down on the bottom of the slot by the set-pin
16 the spring can be vertically adjusted, by turning it on the screw, without rotation
of the piston rod. The set-pin is locked by a lock-nut 17, and when the gear is properly
adjusted the spring is finally locked by the nut 18. The parallel motion is not directly
attached to the hollow piston rod, but to an auxiliary rod 19 having a spherical end,
which passes down the rod and bears on a spherical seating. The force of the steam is
thus transmitted through the rod to the spring independently of the linkage.
A swivel head 20 is mounted on the cylinder cap 10 and carries two lugs 21 and 22,
to which are pivoted the links 23 and 24. The pencil lever 25 is pin-jointed to link 24 at
one end and to a vertical link 26, which is pin-jointed at its lower end to the auxiliary rod
19. The link 26 is also jointed to link 23.
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The links are so proportioned that the recording point 27 (which is of soft brass) at
the end of the pencil lever moves in a straight line parallel to the cylinder and drum axes.
The magnification of the piston motion, in this case, is 6 to 1.
The drum spindle 28 is screwed rigidly into the platform and is extended to take
the clamping nut 29 and washer 30, which fix the cord pulley bracket 31 in position. The
drum, when at rest, is held against a stop by the coiled spring 32. The lower part of this
spring is fixed to a flange inside the drum; the upper part is fixed in a brass head with
a square hole which fits over a corresponding squared part on the fixed spindle. The
resistance of the spring can be adjusted by giving the spring several turns before it is
slipped on to the spindle. The driving cord passes through a hole at the bottom of the
drum, and over the guide pulleys… The indicator card is fixed on the drum by the two
steel clips 33.
[The] instrument is attached to the indicator cock by the union coupling. The
cock has a two-way plug, and when the handle is in position…, the cylinder is put into
communication with the atmosphere, through the small hole seen in front. When in
this position the atmospheric line is drawn on the indicator paper, giving the datum line
for pressure measurement on the diagram. […The] space above the piston is open to
the atmosphere through the passage 34, which allows any leakage of steam past the
piston to escape.
When a diagram is to be taken the swivel head 20 carrying the parallel motion
and pencil lever is rotated, by means of a knob 35, until the brass recording point just
touches the paper. In order to avoid undue pressure of the point on the paper, the knob
is made adjustable in the head, and arranged to come in contact with a stop-pin when
the point touches the paper.

Company (‘Improved Thompson’) persuaded Crosby that a competing design
was needed. Neither of the rivals were particularly efficient, and it must have
seemed that a better instrument was easily developed. For this Crosby turned
to a design by Theodore Davidson of Salem, Massachusetts.
Assigned to the Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Company, Davidson’s U.S.
Patent 713611—sought on 10th May 1901 and granted on 18th November
1902—protected a variation of the well-established Crosby internal-spring
indicator with the spring moved to encircle an extension of the piston rod
carried above a bridge supported on two cylindrical standards. The central
portion of the rod was split to allow the linkage to pass. Unscrewing and
removing the threaded piston-rod cap allowed the spring to be changed in
an instant.
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Plate 15. This typical New Model No. 2, no. 3690D, was probably made about 1911. It is
currently lacking the spring-retaining cap. Canadian Museum of Making collection.

The Davidson patent provided the basis for a number of Crosby indicators.
The first, the ‘Crosby New Engine Indicator’, seems to have appeared about
1903/4. It followed the patent in virtually all respects, embodying traditional
Crosby practice in the design of the amplifying mechanism and the ‘spherical
piston’ associated with the earlier enclosed-spring designs. This was claimed
never to jam or bind.
The New Indicator was customarily supplied for use with steam engines,
and had a piston diameter of 1.128 inches. The paper drum usually had a
diameter of two inches, but a version could be supplied for use with highspeed steam and gas engines: this had a piston offering half the surface area
of the steam-engine type—one half of a square inch instead of one square
inch—and a stronger tracer mechanism. An all-steel indicator (the standard
versions were nickel-plated brass) could be supplied for refrigeration
machinery in which ammonia was used.
By 1910, the standard New Indicator had been joined by the ‘New No. 2
Indicator’, a smaller and somewhat cheaper version of the original instrument
intended for use with high-speed steam and gas engines. This was made with
a piston diameter of 0.7979 inches (giving a piston face of one-half of a square
inch) and had a slimmer body than the New Indicator; it also had a drum
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with a diameter of 1.5 inches, and could be supplied for use with gas engines
with a piston-face area of only a quarter of a square inch (piston diameter:
0.564 inches). A minor variation allowed either ‘steam’ or ‘gas’ pistons to be
used by providing exchangeable pistons and liners; it could be identified by a
prominent hexagonal shoulder at the base of the body.
A ‘Crosby [New] Indicator with Drum for Taking Continuous Diagrams’.
was also made in small numbers from c. 1909 onward. More details will be
found in Book Five.
Production of enclosed-spring indicators seems to have ceased at the end
of the First World War, though existing inventory allowed them to be sold ‘as
new’ for several years thereafter. By 1927, however, only the New (in the guise
of the continuous-diagram pattern) and the New No. 2 were being marketed.
A rationalisation of Crosby’s inventory system had gained the indicators
‘B’-prefix designations. The standard steam version was ‘BC-101’, the gas/
oil-engine version was ‘BC-201’, and the all-steel ammonia instrument was
‘BC-701’. The continuous-diagram indicator was known as ‘BC-171’.
It is possible that the Great Depression that followed the Wall Street
Crash of 1929 brought production of Crosby indicators to a standstill. They
were still being sold in 1939, but it is suspected that no new production had
been undertaken for several years. When the U.S.A. entered the Second
World War at the end of 1941, it is perhaps no coincidence that the indicators
supplied to the U.S. Navy and merchant marine were made by Trill (for use
with steam engines) or by Bacharach (for the diesels).

STAR (BOSWORTH) TYPE

u.s.a., patented in 1904
The first Star external-spring ‘Steam-Engine Indicator’ was the subject of
U.S. Patent 752197, granted on 16th February 1904 to ‘Charles B. Bosworth, of
Boston, Massachusetts, assignor to Star Brass Manufacturing Company,…a
Corporation of Massachusetts’. Application no. 143366 had been filed on 14th
February 1903. The indicator was distinguished by a steam port on the side
of the cylinder, and by a piston at the base of a rod that extended upward to
operate a Thompson-type amplifying mechanism. The single-coil extension
spring lay under the indicator, between the ‘head’ or body cap and the steam
chamber. The recording drum was operated by a helical spring and the
fairlead was a double superimposed pulley design.
For many years, it was suspected that this Bosworth design was deemed
to have no future commercially. However, the textbook Naval Reciprocating
Engines and Auxiliary Machinery, published by The United States Naval
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Plate 16. The original externalspring Star indicator, made to Charles
Bosworth’s U.S. Patent 752197 of
1904. No. 388 is currently the only
known survivor. Courtesy of Bruce
Babcock, Amanda, Ohio, U.S.A.

Institute (third edition, 1914), illustrated an indicator of this particular type.
The accompanying text confirmed that the ‘spring is elongated or pulled apart
instead of being compressed or pushed together as is the practice in other
makes of outside spring types of indicators. The claim for the operation
of this spring is that when a spring is elongated or pulled apart everything
tends to move in a straight line… The operation of the pencil movement is
directly opposite to that used in inside spring types, viz., the atmospheric line
Plate 17, right. Drawings accompanying U.S. Patent 798490, granted on 29th August 1905
to Charles Bosworth of ‘Somerville, Massachusetts’. Assignment of the patent to Corinne
Cleveland of Boston (not the Star Mfg Co.) suggests that this was an unsuccessful private
venture. By courtesy of the U.S. Government Patent Office, Washington DC.
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is at the top of the drum instead of at the bottom… The connection to the
cylinder is at the side instead of at the bottom as in all other tyes. This style
of connection causes steam to be taken on top of the piston.’

STAR (WEBSTER) TYPE

u.s.a., patented in 1907
It is assumed that Star made a small number of Bosworth-style extensionspring indicators, perhaps no more than a hundred of the 1904 type, to test
the strength of the market. It is also assumed that the unfamiliar features,
especially the inversion of the card and the lateral attachment to the steam
cock, were enough to prevent success; Star soon turned to a ‘Steam Engine
Indicator’ protected by U.S. Patent 861490, granted on 30th July 1907 to
‘George A. Webster, of Somerville, Massachusetts, assignor to Star Brass
Manufacturing Co., of Boston, Massachusetts’. A subsequent patent, 894555
of 28th July 1908, protected an alteration to the recording mechanism in
which a ball joint on the piston-rod link and needle-bearing adjusting screws
in the rear link brackets were used to improve accuracy,
In his patent, Webster claimed that ‘The object…is to provide a pencil
mechanism with suitable adjustments so constructed and arranged that the
mechanism can be easily, quickly and accurately assembled and adjusted with
the pivotal axes in perfect parallelism and so that there shall be no binding of
the parts in operation…’
The external-spring Star used a Thompson amplifying mechanism with a
‘T’-type back link and distinctive prominently-forked front post. The pencil
arm passed through a slot in the piston-rod extension, which then rang
upwards through the counter-wound spring to be re-tained by a threaded
collar. The lower end of the spring bore on a sleeve screwed into two disc-like
nuts that held the sleeve the a ‘top’ or collar forming part of two chamferededge pillars projecting from the standard.
The Star ‘Class B’ or ‘outside-spring’ indicator was easily distinguished
from rivals by the height of the spring above the platform, by the alterations
made to allow the Thompson-type linkage to pass around the central pistonrod extension, and by the short, squat drum. Most instruments also have
a detent, placed horizontally on the platform to engage teeth cut in the
periphery of the drum base. The fairlead was a minor variant of the singlepulley Staněk type, held beneath the platform by a large knurled-head nut.
The paper-retaining fingers were spring steel, held to the drum by three short
screws set horizontally on a slightly elongated strap. Internally, the piston
was guided in a short steam-jacketed liner and the tension of the drum spring
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Plate 18. The external-spring Star, from a catalogue of 1923. John Walter collection.

could be readily adjusted. The instruments could also be altered from leftto right-hand operation simply by removing the drum, by pulling upward;
moving the drum-base top screw in the drum base to its alternative position;
rotating the pointer linkage; and reversing the pencil point.
The Star ‘Class B Ammonia Indicator’ was identical to the standard
version, made entirely of steel instead of nickel-plated brass. The instruments
were all supplied in a oak case, accompanied by two springs and two spring
scales, a pad of ‘Patented Metallic Faced Indicator Cards’, a spool of ‘Special
Silk’ indicator cord, a screwdriver, a hollow hexagon wrench, a box of metallic
points, a bottle of oil, and two straight steam cocks (though a single three-way
cock could be substituted for these at no extra charge). Each box could hold
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additional springs, or adapted to hold the Star Improved Reducing Wheel in
addition to the indicator. Special boxes for two or more indicators and their
accessories could also be obtained.
The Star Brass Manufacturing Co. Catalogue 10 (1923) reveals a range
of sixteen springs, from ‘8’ (requiring a pressure of 8 lb/sq.in. to move the
pointer by an inch) to ‘200’. The maximum pressure that could be handled
was 400 lb/sq.in., required to obtain a two-inch high diagram from the
strongest spring. The Star Improved Reducing Wheel, acknowledging a
patent dated 25th October 1910, was made of aluminium with ‘hardened steel
and bronze wearing parts’. The wheel was driven by a spring contained in the
spring case, and was claimed to be suitable for use with any type of indicator.
The standard range of exchangeable pulleys, and a double-diameter spindle,
allowed the wheel to be used with piston strokes ranging from twelve to 72
inches; other dimensions, however, could be accommodated on request.
The catalogue also lists the price of a standard Class B indicator as
available ‘on application’, but the reducing wheel cost an additional $16.50,
each spring was $5, and a nickel-plated three-way cock was $13.50.
Star indicators were made in large numbers prior to 1930, distinguishable
from the superficially similar external-spring Crosby designs by the ‘modified
Thompson’ amplifying mechanism and by the pillars supporitng the springbearing bridge (which are much closer together than those of the Crosby).

AMERICAN STEAM GAUGE (JERAULD) TYPE

u.s.a., patented in 1909
U.S. Patent 908867, ‘Indicator for Engines’, was granted on 5th January
1909 to William E. Jerauld, ‘assignor to American Steam Gauge & Valve
Manufacturing Company, of Boston, Massachusetts’. However, application
no. 350116 had been filed as early as 31st December 1906 and production had
begun shortly before protection had been granted.
The Jerauld design is easily identified: the unconstrained single-wound
spring is held within the two massive rod-like standards, threaded to accept
nuts at each end, that connect the platform with the yoke into which the
‘spring head’ or retaining plug may be screwed.
The indicator also has a unique variation of the Thompson linkage with
a hooped pencil arm that connects with a collar on the piston rod by way of
two short side links. The slotted front post is a part-conical, part cylindrical.
There are four steam vents in the body, a deeply knurled base-nut to the
cylinder, and two paper fingers of slightly unequal height held by three screws
in triangular formation.
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Plate 19. American Steam Gauge externalspring indicator no. 6652, with a compression
spring exposed between the cylinder body
and the platform, typified the perfected
version of the 1909 Jerauld patent.

Courtesy of Bruce E. Babcock, Amanda, Ohio, U.S.A.
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Plate 20. Lippincott external-spring indicator no.
8045, bearing a misleading patent date of 1st May
1900 on the edge of the platform (the design is
probably several years later), was made alongside
a version of the inside-spring Lippincott with
ventilating ports cut in the cylinder body.
Courtesy of Bruce E. Babcock, Amanda, Ohio, U.S.A.
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The original Jerauld-type indicator does not seem to have been successful,
and was rapidly replaced by a more conventional instrument with the spring
mounted between two bar-like vertical struts with the platform protruding
a little above the half-way point of the aperture. This allowed a conventional
Thompson-type amplifying mechanism to be fitted.
The earliest indicators of this type were marked simply AMERICAN over
STEAM GAUGE & V. MFG. CO. over BOSTON, U.S.A. on the body. This mark
subsequently changed to a pattern or catalogue number (usually ‘1383’) above
the maker’s mark, with the acknowledgements PAT’D JAN. 31.1899 and PAT’D
June 7. 1904 over J.W. THOMPSON and PAT’D AUG. 31. 75. Serial numbers
approach 9000 (reported range: 5554–8871), but may have been interspersed
with the internal-spring instruments. Probably no more than 2500 externalspring American Thompsons were ever made. The drum-retaining detent
protected by U.S. Patent 761732, issued on 7th June 1904 to Earle Vaughan of
Boston, was regarded as a standard fitting; and the ‘American Ideal’ reducing
wheel was a popular accessory.
Indicators of this type were sold by Schaeffer & Budenberg (q.v.),
purchasers of the American Steam Gauge & Valve Mfg. Co. during the First
World War. Known as the ‘Type 810’ (according to Catalog 800), they were
identical with the original pattern excepting that the maker’s mark changed
to AMERICAN over SCHAEFFER & BUDENBERG over BROOKLYN, N.Y. above the
patent acknowledgements.
Development of the Crosby continuous-feed indicator did not escape
the attention of rival manufacturers. Hard on the heels of the Davidson
design came the American Thompson ‘Continuous Card Indicator’ offered
by the ‘American Steam Gauge & Valve Manufacturing Company of Boston,
Massachusetts, a Corporation of New Jersey’. Protected by U.S. Patent 951131,
issued on 8th March 1910 to Amos Kinney of Boston (but sought in March
1909), this relied on a paper spool carried externally. Paper passed around
the recording drum and through a narrow slot cut vertically in the drum
surface, to be wound on to the internal take-up spool.

LIPPINCOTT TYPE

u.s.a., date uncertain
The original enclosed-spring indicators made by (or possibly for) the
patentee Alpheus Lippincott were supplemented by exposed-spring designs,
though the chronology is unclear. The simpler of the two is little more than
the conventional enclosed-spring indicator with the body cut away directly
beneath the platform to allow air to circulate around the spring. The three
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large approximately oval ports are distinctive, but the instruments are usually
also found with reducing wheels and a detent on the platform to engage the
ratchet on the drum base. The detent pivots on the base of the amplifyinggear stop pillar and is powered by a bent-wire spring. A take-up eye between
the drum and the topmost pulley on the reducing gear is also often present;
similar in some respects to elements of U.S. Patent 743944 issued on 10th
November 1903 to Levi Snow in 1903, the take-up guide and platform lack
markings; consequently, their provenance has been difficult to establish.
The second form of Lippincott is similar to the first, retaining the tail-rod
on the piston and most of the other construction features, but the body and
platform—separate components—are held apart by three short steel balusters
placed symmetrically, at 120 degrees to each other. This gives the instrument
the look of the external-spring Trill of 1909, and it is supposed (on no real
evidence) that the Lippincott is the later of the two.
Markings on these indicators are customarily confined to PAT. MAY 1,
1900, usually below the serial number, and MANF’D BY above LIPPINCOTT
STEAM SPECIALITY & SUPPLY COMPANY above NEWARK, N.J. on the cylindrical
part of the body. The reducing wheel, numbered in a separate series, will
Plate 21. A close-up view of the detent and cord-tensioning device fitted to Lippincott
indicators. This example, no. 9056, is the ‘cutaway’ type: note the port cut in the cylinder
to allow air to circulate around the spring. Bruce Babcock collection, Amanda, Ohio, U.S.A.
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be marked LIPPINCOTT S. S. & S. CO. NEWARK, N.J. Unfortunately, the serial
numbers present a problem, as they seem to suggest that the three-port style
(e.g., no. 9056) succeeded the more sophisticated three-baluster type (e.g., no.
8045). Assuming the two indicators were not made concurrently, the ported
style may simply have been a way of using unwanted forgings supplied for the
enclosed-spring design.

SCHAEFFER & BUDENBERG TYPE

u.s.a., introduced c. 1915
Thompson indicators were also offered by Schaeffer & Budenberg of New
York, though there is little doubt that the instruments were initially made in
Germany and imported into the U.S.A.—perhaps in the form of components,
the additional work allowing them to be promoted as ‘U.S. Made’.
The European-style indicators are descibed towards the end of this
chapter. The first type had the spring beneath the platform, connected to
the piston by a bifurcated (forked) arm with prominent lightening holes. The
piston housing was connected with the platform by three pierced steel straps.
Instruments of this type were only made in small numbers, however, as they
had been replaced by 1906 by an improved design with the spring supported
above the platform by a two-strap bracket. The side links were duplicated to
allow the piston rod to pass between the stirrup-shape pencil arm.
When the First World War began and anti-German feeling grew, it is
assumed that the Schaeffer & Budenberg operations in North America not
only became independent of the parent, but also that, eventually, supplies of
German-made instruments ran out. Several indicators have been reported of
similar style to the post-1905 German pattern, but with serial numbers in the
11000 group which cannot be reconciled with numbers that should be at least
seven thousand higher. These indicators also differ in constructional details
from their European equivalents, particularly in the size and positioning
of the links in the amplifying mechanism and in the position of the rear
standard in relation to the body cap. The synthetic material of the cap is
notably different in colour: black on the German indicators, often reddishbrown on those that, presumably, were made in the U.S.A. after c. 1915.
Schaeffer & Budenberg subsequently acquired the American Steam Gauge
& Valve Company, and the ASG-type external-spring indicator replaced
the 1906 German pattern. Catalog 800 identifies the standard ‘American
Thompson Improved Engine Indicator’ as the ‘Type 810’, with the 1904-patent
detent motion, a two-inch drum, and a piston area of half a square inch. This
was deemed suitable for speeds up to 200 rpm. The ‘High Speed Engine
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Plate 22. The Schaeffer & Budenberg factory in Foxboro, Massachusetts, in 1906. There
is no doubt that steam gauges were being made at this time, but it seems as though
indicators were not manufactured in North America until the First World War restricted
supplies from Europe after 1915. Courtesy of Bruce Babcock, Amanda, Ohio, U.S.A.

Indicator for Oil and Gas Engines’, Type 815, was identical except for a 1.5inch drum and a piston with an area of a quarter of a square inch; this was
to be used at speeds up to 450 rpm and pressures as high as 500 lb/sq.in. A
smaller piston suitable for pressures greater than 500 lb/sq.in was available
to special order. Type 820 was the ‘Ammonia Indicator’, similar to 810 but
made entirely of corrosion-resisting steel and more expensive: $165 in the
mid 1920s compared with $125. An optional brass cylinder-head and piston
allowed an Ammonia Indicator to be used with steam engines. Additional
springs could be purchased for $6.25 each.
The Type 830 ‘American Ideal Reducing Wheel’ ($30) was a popular
accessory, supplied from stock with a ‘nest of bushings for strokes 18–24–
30–36–42–48–60–72 inches’. Smaller bushings could be supplied on request.

TRILL TYPE

date unknown
Unlike most rivals, the external-spring Trill indicator shared the amplifying
mechanism of its internal-spring equivalent. This was simply because the
compression spring was concentric with the piston rod in the space beneath
the cap. Novelty lay in the way in which the body was constructed, with a
short piston chamber attached to a broad disc anchoring the three rod-like
standards, placed at 120 degrees, that rose into the underside of the platform
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to expose the spring in the intervening space. This allowed a commonality of
parts and kept production costs to a minimum. It also allowed the ‘sleeves’
(body liners) to be readily replaced if small-diameter pistons were to be used.
The fairlead bracket contained two equal-size pulleys.
A leaflet printed during the Second World War gave credit where it was
due; ‘The pencil movement is of the Thompson type, improved through the
use of fine tool-steel and extra wide bearings. The writing stylus has a range
of vertical movement of two inches. By simply turning the pencil movement
300 degrees and reversing the drum and pencil stop, the indicator is changed
from right to left hand. The location of the atmospheric line on the indicator
card may be changed by merely turning a small thumb nut.’ The standard
indicators, with a piston-face area of ½ sq.in. could be accompanied by ten
springs ranging from ‘10’ (i.e., a pressure of 10lb/sq.in was required to move
the pointer by an inch) to ‘180’, suiting them to a maximum pressure of
360lb/sq.in. The fifteen original springs of this type, from ‘8’ to ‘200’, were
marked ‘O.S.’ to distinguish them from those intended for the enclosedspring indicators, which were calibrated hot instead of cold. The mark seems
to have been abandoned a few years after the inside-spring indicator was
abandoned.
The original case was made of mahogany, with the indicator held by the
union nut to a post on the central box wall bearing the hinges. The case had
sufficient room to accommodate a Faultless reducing wheel attached to the
indicator, at least one ‘peg plate’ to which an additional spring was screwed,
and two steam cocks (or, alternatively, one three-way cock). A compartment
in the lid contained an instruction book, a triangular boxwood rule with six
scales, a screwdriver, a hundred metallic indicator cards, a hank of cord and
a small case of pencil points. By 1943, however, the indicator—and a single
spring—came in a fitted hardwood case, with the union nut threading onto
a post attached to the left wall of the case (looking from the front or handle
side). The lid compartment held a boxwood scale, a sleeve wrench, a ‘wing
nut wrench’ (for the fairlead nut), a screw driver, an oil can, a cord hook, a
pad of indicator cards, a hank of cord, a small case of pencil points, and an
operating instructions booklet.
The external-spring indicator was also used as the basis of a continuouslyrecording instrument, popular with steelmaking businesses. The Corry
Journal recorded that an order for four continuous indicators placed on 1st
December 1912 by the Lackawanna Steel Company of Buffalo, New York
State, had come only a few days after a similar request from the Cambria Steel
Company of Johnstown, Pennsylvania.
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The external-spring Trill was simple, sturdy, and extremely successful—
though clumsy compared with the more compact Bacharach/Maihak patterns.
However, though the lack of serial numbers makes total production difficult to
determine, the design lasted virtually unchanged into the Second World War,
when it was selected to indicate the engines of the Liberty Ships made in large
numbers during the U.S. emergency shipbuilding programme. This gained
Trill the coveted pennant awarded by the U.S. Maritime Commission ‘for
outstanding performance in the production of engine indicator equipment’
on 9th April 1943.
In September 1943, the honour was extended by a gold star ‘for continued
excellent work’. The Corry Journal reported on 27th September 1943 that
‘When the President…called for the huge total of eight million deadweight
tons of shipping in 1942 and 20 million deadweight tons in both 1943 and
1944, the Trill Indicator Company was entrusted with the responsibility of
manufacturing the steam indicator…for approximately 98 per cent of all the
vessels in the fleet propelled by steam engines… The Trill Indicator Company
now takes a place among the select few manufacturers that are “Star”
Plate 23. A drawing of the
Trill external-spring indicator,
showing the distinctive
‘columnar’ construiction of the
body, and the way in which the
reducing wheel was strung.

from Steam Engine Testing,
published by the International
Text Book Company in 1932.
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Plate 24. This Trill ‘Improved Thompson’ external-spring indicator shows the way in which
the spring was exposed. Dobbie McInnes excepted, few manufacturers made a long-term
success of this particular genre. Canadian Museum of Making collection.

producers on U.S.M[aritime].C[ommission]. Contracts. Since Pearl Harbor
only 134 industrial organizations in the United States have won the Maritime
“M” production award, and of these 134 only 84 have earned gold stars.’
William Trill, in poor health, had retired from the company that bore
his name and died at the end of 1943. The September 1943 newspaper article
names the partners as L.L. Vayda, R. Ulrich and J.A. Stein of Pittsburgh.[2] An
attempt was made to continue business after the end of the Second World
War, but indicators made by the Corry Instrument Company are extremely
rare and may simply have been assembled from parts left over in 1945. Work
had ceased by the early 1950s, though the company continued to prosper as a
maker of oxygen regulators.
2. Ulrich and Stein were associated with many patents assigned to Bacharach of Pittsburgh (see Chapter
Five). Consequently, it is assumed that Bacharach had at least some interest in Trill, even though the latter
was still being run independently at this time.
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EXTERNAL-SPRING INDICATORS MADE IN BRITAIN
The Europeans were quick to realise the value of exposing indicator springs to
the air, beginning with the McKinnell & Buchanan of 1893; by 1914, virtually
every manufacturer had produced efficient designs.

DOBBIE McINNES TYPE

britain, patented in 1898
A derivative of the basic Thompson linkage was the subject of British Patent
11,026 of 1898, granted on 6th May 1899 to John Clark Dobbie, a ‘Nautical
Instrument Maker’ of ‘45, Clyde Place, in the City of Glasgow’. The indicator
was based on the proven McInnes pattern—which was little surprise, as Dobbie
& Son traded next door to T.S. McInnes & Co. Ltd. The principal claims to
novelty included a readily removable piston spring, exposed to the air, and
a ‘pencil carrying arm curved at its forward end and having a downwardly
projecting knee or branch’. Changes were also made to the drum.
The Dobbie indicator was initially made by T.S. McInnes & Co. Ltd, but
then by a new partnership of McInnes and Alexander Dobbie & Son, known
as Dobbie McInnes Ltd. Concurrently, the pointer of the concealed spring
McInnes indicator was changed to the new Dobbie ‘over bar’ layout. The
design of the linkage identifies all Improved McInnes, McInnes Dobbie and
Dobbie McInnes indicators[3] made since 1900, excepting the comparatively
small quantities of Design No. 1 L instruments made to accept large Richardsstyle drums.
The improvement concerned the ease with which the spring could
be changed. It was simply necessary to unscrew the top cap (carrying the
pointer linkage) and lift it clear of the indicator body; the vulcanite locking
collar could then be unscrewed and the spring removed.
Dobbie continued to refine the external-spring indicator, obtaining
British Patent 8735/99 of 26th April 1899: this introduced hinged paperretaining clips and a ‘hinged cover for the steam cylinder’—though the latter,
which was split vertically, was never introduced commercially. British Patent
25244/99 of 19th December 1899 allowed claims for a lightweight pointer
assembly made of aluminium ‘or similar light metal or alloy’, and a lightweight
3. Dobbie McInnes Ltd had been incorporated in Scotland on 11th January 1896, but there is no evidence
that this limited-liability company applied its marks to indicators until a decision was taken to dissolve
T.S. McInnes & Co. Ltd with effect from 1st January 1903. It seems possible that the terms under which
Alexander Dobbie & Son had acquired the moribund McInnes business in 1893 included the perpetuation
of the McInnes name for ten years.
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Plates 25 and 26. Drawings of the Dobbie indicators patented in Britain in 1898 (left)
and 1899 (right), from the relevant specifications. Neither of these is known in specimen,
but it is probable that at least a prototype of each type was made. By courtesy of the UK
Intellectual Property Office.

piston consisting of two hollowed discs. The lower disc was steam tight, but
the upper one was perforated to allow grit to pass through.
The perfected exposed-spring indicator was introduced in 1900,
Engineering of 8th June showing an engraving of one of the first ‘Small Size’
instruments to be made. After describing the construction of the indicator
“recently put on the market by Messrs. T.S. M’Innes and Co. Limited of 41
and 42, Clyde-place, Glasgow” and the ease with which the exposed spring
could be removed, the review continued ‘…the whole of that proportion of
the instrument likely to get hot is protected by ebonite sheathing, which is an
immense convenenience under difficult conditions, such as, for instance, a
trial trip with a bit of sea on. The indicator will act efficiently up to speeds of
800 revolutions per minute, and the standard springs provided range up to
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Plate 27, left. This
engraving of the ‘McInnesDobbie’ external spring
indicator appeared in
the British periodical
Engineering in the summer
of 1900—its earliest
recorded appearance.
If the engraving is to
be trusted, this is a
prototype: note the fluted
cylinder cap (though the
spring-cap is chequered),
the shape of the body
insulator (retained by four
bolts), and the absence
of markings. The design
of the fairlead block, the
clamping screw, and the
butterfly-head fairlead
retaining nut is also
unusual.

pressures of 438 lb. per square inch. The intended vertical travel of the pencil
is 13/4 in. and the barrel is of sufficient diameter to give cards 3 in. long. The
barrel is provided with two interchangeable springs, one intended for use in
ordinary conditions, whilst the other, which is stiffer and shorter, should be
used in indicating very fast-running engines…’
The shape of the insulated body had been greatly refined, and the way in
which the springs were attached had also been improved. John Dobbie
then attempted to introduce a supposedly better design, protected by British
Patent 7537/1904, with the spring enclosed in what has been termed a ‘cage’.
However, though some early textbooks include engravings of this style, no
surviving indicator has been found. It is suspected that the advantages were
illusory; the springs were not as accessible, manufacture would have been
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Plate 28. McInnesDobbie no. 16813L (c.
1917) of ‘Design No. 1
L[arge]’ was designed
to accept large
Richards-type drums.
The straight trace-arm
gave extra vertical
movement.

John Walter collection.
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more difficult, and performance was probably no better than the original
design. The production pattern had soon reverted to that of 1900.
The exposed-spring Dobbie indicator was known as the ‘Design No.1’ to
distinguish it from the internal-spring Pattern A and Pattern B. The basic No.
1 relied on spring-steel fingers to hold the paper to the drum, but the No. 1A
had independent clips, pivoting at the base, to clip over the top edge of the
drum. This distinction was short lived and No. 1A became the standard.
Dobbie continued to refine Design No. 1—for example, British Patent
21995/08 of 17th October 1908, to John Clark Dobbie of ‘113 Fenchurch
Street, London, Nautical Instrument Maker’, protected several methods of
stopping the revolving piece from rotating independently of the cover. Patent
Plate 29. McInnes-Dobbie Design Small No. 1G indicators DS1 732 and DS1 1693 (pictured)
are among the oldest to have been discovered during research. Believed to date from
1902, DS1 1693 has lost the vulcanite union-nut sheath. Note the logo moulded into the
body insulator, which shows that this particular example was made by T.S. McInnes & Co.
Ltd (Dobbie McInnes Ltd after 1st January 1903). Canadian Museum of Making collection.
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Plate 30 and 31. Taken from
the 1904 British patent granted
to John Dobbie, this drawing
(below) shows the so-called ‘cage
spring’ version of the Design No.
1. The inset shows an engraving
published in 1917, suggesting that
at least some indicators of this
type were made. However, none is
currently known to survive.
Author’s collection.
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Plate 32. This McInnes-Dobbie Design No. 2 indicator, D2B 9560, dates from 1910/11. A
distinctive sliding detent, mounted on the edge of the platform, was used to isolate the
drum from the reciprocating motion. Canadian Museum of Making collection.

no. 13032/13 of 5th June 1913 was more successful. John Dobbie had died
unexpectedly three years earlier, and so the grant was made to Walter Provan
Clyde, ‘Managing Director of Dobbie McInnes, Limited, of 57, Bothwell
Street, aforesaid Chronometer, Nautical and Scientific Instrument Makers’.
The subject was a solid piston formed with grooves cut deeply enough to
leave ‘projecting annular disk-like members’, which was adopted in 1919.
Equally influential was 25632/13 of 10th November 1913, granted to Clyde
and Dobbie McInnes Ltd to protect a ‘hoop’ support for the amplifying
mechanism in the form of a slotted semi-circular bar. This, fixed to the cap
at each end, was not only stronger than the half-length curving standard but
also less susceptible to vibration. Its commercial introduction was delayed
until the advent in 1929 of the high-speed small derivation of the Design No.
1, the Mark V. These small indicators also made use of British Patent 17054/14
of 24th November 1914 (granted jointly to Walter Clyde and Dobbie McInnes
Ltd), which simplified the spring attachment and moved the support bracket
behind the spring. The modifications allowed the Mark V to lie much easier
in the hand and gave better access to the pressure spring.
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Plate 33. McInnes-Dobbie
D2B 9560, made for use with
high-speed engines, contained
a roll of paper inside the drum;
consequently, the drum spring
lay beneath the platform.

Canadian Museum of Making collection.
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Plate 34. Intended to assist in the interpretation of indicator diagrams, ‘Radial Divider’
cards were not only included in every Dobbie McInnes box but also used as a promotional
tool. This example dates earlier than 1914. Author’s collection.
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The Design No. 1 and No. 1A were not only very successful, but also laid
the basis for a variety of indicators. According to The Commercial Value of
the Indicator Diagrams and Instructions for the use of the Engine Indicator,
available from the company in 1919 (but undoubtedly with pre-1914 origins),
the instruments had been ‘adopted fror service use by the British Admiralty,
the French Admiralty, and are also employed by the Italian, Russian and
Japanese, and other Navies. By the principal Engine Builders, Steam Users
and Technical Institutions throughout the world, and are more extensively
specified and employed for all purposes than any other Indicator...’ These
claims were probably true in the British Empire, but were patently untrue in
Europe and North America.

CASARTELLI AND CASARTELLI-ATKINSON TYPES

britain, introduced in the 1890s
Instrument manufacturers J. Casartelli & Son of Market Street, Manchester
had experimented with a variety of largely unsuccessful Darke, CasartelliDarke and guide-slot indicators in the 1870s and 1880s (see Chapter Three)
before adopting an amplifying mechanism copied from the Crosby design.
The first Casartelli-Crosby indicators, though they had slots cut in the
body to allow air to cool the cylinder, are considered as internal-spring
designs and described in Chapter Three. However, the earliest instruments,
which had brass bodies, were soon supplemented (if not actually replaced)
by an improved version with the body and part of the platform protected by
vulcanite. It is assumed that these were introduced commercially only after
the original McInnes patent of 1887 expired—in 1901—but confirmation has
yet to be found.
These semi-exposed spring Casartellis were offered specifically for use
with steam or internal-combustion engines and were marked accordingly.
They were joined after c. 1905 by a modified ‘External Spring…Engine
Indicator’, usually qualified as ‘Steam’ or ‘Gas’ depending on the diameter of
the piston and the stiffness of the springs. The port in the body was greatly
enlarged, and duplicated at the rear; a bayonet-joint quick-release cap allowed
the amplifying mechanism to be detached to allow the spring to be changed.
It is assumed that the indicators were offered with plain brass bodies or
vulcanite sheathing, as both types have been found. It has been suggested
that the more costly sheathed version is the later of the two, but the spread of
serial numbers suggests that they coexisted. The sheath was held in position
by one screw through running horizontally into the cylinder and two running
up through the fillet extending back under the platform.
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Plates 35 and 36. The dual-purpose steam/
gas-engine indicator made by Casartelli
(with the Atkinson vibration suppressor
behind the amplifying linkage) was always
supplied with two pistons and a variety of
springs. Plate 36, above, shows the standard
brass-body pattern; Plate 37, right, shows
‘sheathed‘ instrument no. 3395 of c. 1912.
From Pickworth’s indicator book, 1916 edition,
and the Museum of Making collection.

Casartelli also made a version of the perfected exposed-spring indicator
incorporating a shock-reducing system created by James Atkinson (1846–
1914) of ‘Mellor, nr. Stockport [Lancashire], Engineer’, one of the best known
of the British internal-combustion engine experimenters active prior to the
First World War.
Atkinson’s Differential Engine of 1885 and the Cycle Engine of 1886 were
remarkable products of a fertile imagination, even though they failed to
challenge the supremacy of the conventional horizontal-cylinder design, and
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Atkinson was only too aware of the problems that could arise when mechanical
indicators were used with internal-combustion ‘explosion’ engines.
Consequently, British Patent no. 5391/06, granted to Atkinson in ..., shows
Richards and Crosby-type indicators with a sturdy coil spring interposed in
the links to ‘register a more uniform and correct line as well as to relieve the
gear from heavy strains or excessive vibration…’ No Richards indicator has
ever been found with this vibration suppressor, perhaps unsurprisingly in
view of the obsolescence of the design, but both Casartelli (Crosby linkage)
and Schaeffer & Budenberg (Rosenkranz-Thompson linkage) made use of the
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Plates 37 and 38. An advertisement placed by Casartelli in the 1916 edition of Charles N.
Pickworth, The Indicator Handbook. A Practical Manual for Engineers, showing the standard
‘sheathed’ dual-purpose indicator. Plate 39, above, shows how the cam-operated auxiliary
spring of the Atkinson vibration suppressor was added to the amplifying mechanism of
‘sheathed‘ instrument no. 3395. Courtesy of Bruce E. Babcock, Amanda, Ohio, U.S.A., and the
Museum of Making collection.

Atkinson patent commercially. The connexion is obvious, as the inventor and
both manufacturers were based in Manchester (though the S&B indicators
would have been made in Germany for the company’s British subsidiary).
A typical example of the insulated Casartelli-Atkinson pattern, with
the spring suppressor projecting vertically from the rear of the amplifying
mechanism, is marked COMBINED INDICATOR over FOR STEAM & INTERNAL
over COMBUSTION ENGINES over J. CASARTELLI & SON LTD and MANCHESTER
in five lines, running vertically upward on the back edge of the sheath. The
serial number will be found on the front edge of the platform; and alongside
the short horizontal slot in the brass (lower) portion of the two-piece piston
cap, where it is accompanied by FRONT and an arrow pointing downward.
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The upper part of the cap has four small vents above the rear slot, and the
entire cap locks onto the piston sleeve with the assistance of a bayonet joint.
Casartelli also offered a ‘High Speed High Pressure Indicator’ (from 1912?)
on the basis of the standard exposed-spring design, but the port in the body
had been reduced to a narrow slot and the quick-release system had been
abandoned in favour of a small-diameter piston attached conventionally. The
most obvious identification feature was the small-diameter drum, with the
paper retainer held in place by two screws instead of the customary three. The
Atkinson suppressor had been abandoned, as it added needless complexity,
was prone to fracture, and may have degraded the accuracy of the diagrams.
Casartelli was still marketing indicators in 1925, but there is no evidence to
show that production of ‘Combined Indicators’—which could have stopped
as early as 1915 in favour of war-work—was continued after 1918. No serial
number outside the range 3207–3412 has yet been reliably reported.

WHYTE THOMSON TYPE

britain, patented in 19o5
Whyte, Thomson & Co. Ltd, a Glasgow-based marine instrument-making
business, made an external-spring indicator. Introduced prior to 1911 (Pullen
pictures it), but now all but unknown, it resembled the McInnes-Dobbie
design externally. The spring lay beneath the platform, distinctively squared
bars connected the platform and the cylinder, the quick-release cap and the
spring-steel paper clip were retained, together with a combination of a cordtension regulator and a butterfly-nut fairlead retainer beneath the platform.
The blade-type recorder of the New Era was replaced by a modification
of the Thomson system favoured by Dobbie McInnes, but with the central
section of the recorder arm bifurcated to pass over the standard at the front of
the recorder carriage. This amplifying mechanism was one of several designed
by Eric MacKay—protected by British Patent 6714/05 of 1905, together with
an improved design of oscillator in which a helical ‘clock’ spring held the cord
in tension at all times and the reciprocating drum engaged automatically as
the recording mechanism was brought into contact with the paper.

EXTERNAL-SPRING INDICATORS MADE IN EUROPE
Many of the earliest advances in thermodynamics were made in France, where,
for example, the four-stroke cycle had been explained by Beau de Rochas in
the first quarter of the nineteenth century. Extensive experimentation had
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Plate 39 shows the only external-spring indicator currently
known to have been made by clockmaker Paul Garnier
of Paris. Though numbered ‘1440’, it shows evidence of
handwork. The method of supporting the spring is unique.

Larry Parker collection.
Photograph by John Walter, 2012.
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Plate 40. A top view of the Paul Garnier indicator,
showing the maker’s mark and number. Larry Parker collection;
photograph by John Walter.

been undertaken by Hirn and others with steam, often using sophisticated
continuous-drive derivatives of the McNaught indicator. Against this backcloth, it is surprising that the French made very little contribution to the
series-made engine indicator. Though Deprex and Lefebvre were innovative
designers, none of their ideas proved competitive in a market dominated by
imports from Britain and, particularly, the U.S.A.
Consequently, the discovery of an external-spring indicator marked by
the renowned clockmaker Paul Garnier was something of a surprise. Though
marked paul garnier and paris in an oval-bordered cartouche, and ‘1440’, it
is unlikely to have been made in quantity; elements of construction (such as
the square-section spring) testify to handwork, and it is probable that Garnier
numbered instruments—other than clocks—in a single cumulative series.
The indicator is very difficult to date. The incorporation of a RosenkranzThompson amplifier, with intermediate links duplicated to allow the upward
extension of the piston rod to pass, is not particularly significant; nor is
the fact that no Garnier indicators were exhibited at the Paris Expositions
Universelles of 1889 and 1900. Nothing in the design is particular unusual,
excepting the method of supporting the spring on a half-cylindrical standard
cast as part of the frame/cylinder unit. A ‘best guess’ would be c. 1900, but, if
correct, would be enough to make the Garnier an important link between the
McKinnell & Buchanan and Lehmann/Maihak indicators.
When the First World War began in the summer of 1914, the externalspring indicator was well established in Germany. There was little doubt that
they were more efficient than the traditional enclosed-spring patterns, as
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4. It is also likely that Rosenkranz’s Jewish background counted against him, as it undoubtedly hindered
acceptance into the upper echelons of German society.

Plate 41. The title-sheet of German Patent 120402: see next page.
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Plate 42. The drawings accompanying DRP 120402 of 1900 show that the claims to novelty
rested not on the position of the spiral spring, but instead on ways in which the spring
could be isolated from the effects of steam-heat. Courtesy of the Deutsches Patentamt.

the removal of the spring from the worst effects of heat was only minimally
outweighed by the additional friction contributed by the duplication of links
necessary to allow the trace-arm to lie on the centre-line of the piston rod.
Many learned papers had highlighted the advantages of the Kaltfeder (‘cold
spring’), including ‘Beiträge zur Prüfung von Indikatorfedern’ by Wiebe &
Schwirkus (‘Mitteilungen aus der Physikalisch-Technischen Reichsanstalt’),
published in Zeitschrift des Vereins deutscher Ingenieure in January 1903, and
‘Auf Zug beanspruche Indikatoren’ by Schwirkus alone, published in the same
journal in March 1905. The temperature of the springs rarely exceeded 40°C,
even during the most protracted trials, whereas this could be increased by a
factor of five or more if the spring was enclosed.

DREYER, ROSENKRANZ & DROOP TYPE

germany, patented in 1900
The chronology of the development and commercial introduction of these
instruments is still clouded by a lack of information, though patent records
may ultimately fill some gaps. Some credit was undoubtedly due to Philipp
Rosenkranz, who patented a Hutkolben (‘hat piston’) in 1887 to minimise the
unwanted effects of heat on the compression spring. The piston was exposed
beneath the indicator platform, an innovative design even though no largescale production of either the original form or subsequent improvements was
ever undertaken. The inventor disclaimed originality, drawing attention to
the earlier designs of ‘Watt, 1822’ (wrongly) and ‘Ashton & Storey, 1873’.
Rosenkranz is also known for Die Indikator und sein Auswendung, first
published in 1877, which had progressed through several editions when the
First World War began. The 1912 edition is particularly useful as a source of
historical information not only concerning the exploits of Dreyer, Rosenkranz
& Droop, but also of Schaeffer & Budenberg (then somehing of a spent force
in the design of engine indicators) and newcomers Maihak—with whom
Rosenkranz enjoyed an uneasy relationship.
Philipp Rosenkranz saw many features incorporated in Maihak indicators
as minor adaptations of his own designs and took each and every opportunity
to press the point.[4] Yet he was also a scrupulous chronicler, and, together
4. It is also likely that Rosenkranz’s Jewish background counted against him, as it undoubtedly hindered
acceptance into the upper echelons of German society.
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with Anton Staus, gives plausible details of the development of the externalspring indicator or Kaltfeder-Indikator (‘cold-spring indicator’).
An instrument of this pattern was protected by DRP 120402, granted to
Dreyer, Rosenkranz & Droop on 5th July 1900. Several other essentially similar
designs were the subject of DRGM (registered designs) in 1900 and 1901.
However, even though Rosenkranz claimed in later editions of his book that
the ‘1900 pattern’ was the pre-eminent design, even the title of the patent—
Gekühlter Träger für Indikatorfedern (‘cooled frame for indicators’)—shows
that protection extended only to methods of isolating the spring bracket
from steam-heat. These included the circulation of water within a hollow
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Plates 43 and 44. The first external-spring indicator to be made by Dreyer, Rosenkranz
& Droop was a cumbersome design based on the patent granted in 1900 ; no. 7148 dates
from 1903–4. The massive standard required to isolate the spring from the effects of heat
ensured that instruments of this type were rapidly supplanted by compact designs. The
range of accessories particularly is impressive. Museum of Making collection.
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Plate 45.
Another view of
Dreyer, Rosenkranz
& Droop externalspring indicator
no. 7148 (1903–4).
The amplifying
mechanism is a
minor adaptation
of the RosenkranzThompson
system of 1881.

Museum of Making collection.
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Plate 46, above. The improved 1904-type Dreyer, Rosenkranz & Droop indicator (1908)
had a compression spring, retained by a sturdy cap, and a quick-release piston system.
From a manufacturer’s catalogue, by courtesy of Pieter Knobbe, the Netherlands.

standard, or by allowing air to pass through hollow columns. Credit for the
idea of mounting the spring on top of the amplifying mechanism was still
largely due to McKinnell & Buchanan.
The ‘1902’ or production version of the Dreyer, Rosenkranz & Droop
indicator had an exposed compression spring retained by a cap, carried high
above the platform by a hollow tubular standard and a narrow-diameter
reinforcing rod. This cumbersome design was replaced in 1904 by a compact
form with two shortened standards flanking the piston-rod extension link,
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and in 1905 by a version with an extension spring carried above the standardcap. The 1904- and 1905-pattern indicators were still being offered for sale
as late as 1923. However, it is suspected that very little production had been
undertaken since the First World War and, therefore, that the instruments
being sold in the 1920s had been assembled from old parts.
Dreyer, Rosenkranz & Droop experimented with an inverted variant of
the compression-spring design in 1904, attaching the piston housing beneath
the platform with thee short rod-like standards; a variant of the Hutkolben
concept, it was not successful.
In 1908, the indicators were altered to accept a special laminated piston
(Lamellenkolben) and a rapid-lock system which allowed the piston/amplifier
unit to be detached merely by rotating the body collar through 120 degrees
and lifting it out of the body. This facilitated cleaning, and allowed the pistonPlate 47, below. 1908-type Rosenkranz & Droop external-spring instrument, no. 9482,
dates c. 1910. It was found with separately-boxed Stanek reducing wheel, no. 606. Courtesy
of Gurcan Tas. Plate 48, right. This advertisement, dating from the early 1930s, shows the
finalised form of the Dreyer, Rosenkranz & Droop indicator, with the one-piece conical
support for the spring-retaining cap and a bent-wire paper retainer on the drum.
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Plate 49, next page. The sheet of drawings that accompanied the patent granted to Anna
Willner in March 1901. By courtesy of the Deutsches Patenamt.

size to be changed at will. Indicators of this type were made in several sizes:
‘I’ (small high speed), ‘II’ (standard) and ‘III’ (large), and a special extra-large
version, Grösse IV, specifically intended for vehicle-engine testing. Prior to
1914, pistons with diameters of 20mm, 10mm, 6·3mm and 4mm were available
from stock. However, many others seem to have been supplied to special
order; in common with many indicator makers, the Dreyer, Rosenkranz &
Droop factory was still reliant on hand-work.
The perfected external-spring indicator seems to have been introduced
shortly after the end of the First World War, in 1921 or 1922. An obvious
change concerned the way in which the spring-retaining collar was supported:
the two vertical rods of the 1908 pattern were replaced by a conical shroud,
cutaway front and back to allow the amplifying mechanism to pass through
longitudinally. This was not only a sturdier design, much more rigid and less
susceptible to effects of vibration, but was easier to make and fit. The paperretainer was reduced to bent wire, and the fairlead was simplified.
Indicators of this type seem to have been offered in small-scale ‘high
speed’ form in addition to ‘medium’ and ‘large’ instruments intended for less
strenuous duties. Estimates of production range as high as 20,000 indicators
of all types, numbered in a single sequence, but numbers above about 16000
are rarely encountered.

WILLNER TYPE

germany, patented in 1901
The advent of external-spring instruments in Britain and the U.S.A.—e.g.,
McKinnell & Buchanan, Dobbie, Houghtaling—was a catalyst for change,
and among the earliest German patents to be granted for an Indikator mit
aussenliegender Belastungsspiralfeder (‘indicator with external load spring’)
was that sought by Anna Willner, ‘geb. Hübner’, of Danzig.[6] DRP 128772 was
duly granted on 8th March 1901.
The patent illustrates what is essentially a Schaeffer & Budenberg-type
Rosenkranz-Thompson modified to accept a compression spring mounted
between the top of the piston rod and the underside of a threaded cap held
to short vertical standards by a threaded collar. The amplifier is shown as a
6. Grants of engineering-related patents to women are exceptionally rare prior to 1939. There is no
evidence that Anna Willner was acting as an executrix, but the possibility that her husband was involved
in (for example) bankrupcy proceedings should be considered.
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Canadian Museum of Making
collection.

Plate 50. Dating from c. 1910, 1902-pattern
Schaeffer & Budenberg indicator no. 19471
has slots cut in the body to expose the spring.
Though clearly an expedient, instruments
of this type remained in vogue until the
First World War. They were cheaper than the
competing external-spring designs!
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pantograph, offset to the drum-side of the standards. A second KaltfederIndikator patent, granted to Anna Willner on 20th February 1903, relied on
an extension spring interposed between the body cap and an attachmentpoint at the head of the piston rod.
Willner-type indicators were made by Schaeffer & Budenberg and Maihak,
though they differed considerably from the patent-specification drawings.
The Schaeffer & Budenberg version, introduced in 1905, had a pendent layout
reliant on a bifurcated trace arm anchored to a vertical standard (attached to
the rear of the body-top collar) and duplicated links attached to the pistonrod extension.

SCHAEFFER & BUDENBERG TYPE

germany, introduced in 1902
The first design was an adaptation of the 1900-type internal-spring pattern
with large ventilation ports cut into the side of the cylinder-body: scarcely
innovative, and Rosenkranz remarked on its similarity to his Hutkolben
patent of 1887. Little more than an expedient, buying time while better ideas
Plate 51. Schaeffer & Budenberg Rosenkranz-Thompson indicator no. 19471, fitted with
the 1900-type 6:1 amplifying system, had ports cut in the cylinder body to allow air to
circulate around the spring. Canadian Museum of Making collection.
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Plate 52. 1905-type Schaeffer & Budenberg external
spring indicator no. 18164. Note that the spring
which would have been placed above the bridge is
missing. Canadian Museum of Making collection.
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Plate 53. The spring of the first truly successful Schaeffer & Budenberg external-spring
indicator had long straps pierced with lightening holes above the body so that the
extension spring was readily accessible on top of the elongated piston rod. 1905-type
indicator no. 18164, pictured above, probably dates from 1909. Canadian Museum of
Making collection.

were pursued, the 1902-type Schaeffer & Budenberg indicator was not made
in large numbers. It was soon replaced by a compression-spring design with
a separate piston chamber attached to the underside of the platform by two
or three struts, pierced with holes to reduce weight. The 1903-type Schaeffer
& Budenberg, criticised as unnecessarily clumsy, was supplemented in 1905
by an instrument with two short pierced straps above the platform forming a
bridge through which the piston rod could rise to extend a spring.
The Rosenkranz-Thompson amplifier had a bifurcated trace arm and
duplicated side links. Cooling slots were cut circumferentially in the body
beneath the platform, so much metal being cut away that the pillars were
virtually narrow standards. In 1908/9, Schaeffer & Budenberg altered the
1905 design by duplicating the front-support standards to allow symmetrical
disposition of the compact Rosenkranz-Thompson linkage. Indicators of this
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type sold in quantity, and are now the most commonly encountered pre-1914
external-spring Schaeffer & Budenbergs; they were still available in 1923.
An indicator allegedly designed by an engineer named Dörffel was also
made by Schaeffer & Budenberg in 1905–6. Not only did this have ventilating
slots in the body above the platform, but it also had a much longer spring.
Consequently, the ‘7’-shape rear standard was raised so far that the back link
was suspended from its tip and the piston-rod was duplicated so that an arm
could run down each side of the spring. An additional link in the amplifying
mechanism ran down, parallel with the back link,from the spring cap to pivot
on the tracer. Probably no more than a handful of Dörffel indicators were
made; no survivors have been found.
Schaeffer & Budenberg had become a large and profitable engineering
business by the time the First World War began. By 1916, more than four
thousand people (Beschäftigte) were being employed in sixteen locations
(Standorten). However, the affiliated business trading in Britain, Schaeffer
& Budenberg Ltd of Manchester, broke its German ties once the First World
War began and became ‘Budenberg Ltd’. The directors and their families had
become so thoroughly Anglicised that a grandson of Arnold Budenberg was
killed in 1916 in British Army service.
As the war ran its course and public opinion in the U.S.A. gradually
changed from neutrality to pro-British, so the New York branch of Schaeffer
& Budenberg also assumed autonomy. External-spring indicators modelled
on the 1905 extension-spring design were apparently made in small numbers
in Foxboro, Massachusetts, but their serial numbers seem to have been
interspersed with those of the American Steam Gage Company exterbnalspring Thompson derivative (whose exploitation Schaeffer & Budenberg by
then controlled).

MAIHAK (CROSBY) TYPE

germany, introduced in 1902
The earliest Crosby-type Maihak is dated by Philipp Rosenkranz to 1902,
easily distinguished by two external extension springs, one on each side of
the body, pulled upward by a transom attached to the piston-rod.
The body was slotted to admit air, but the indicator was too cumbersome
to be made in quantity. No survivors are known, as it was rapidly replaced
by the Staus pattern, and only a few prototypes may have been made.
Ensuring that the performance of each spring was accurately replicated was
an unnecessary manufacturing complication. Otherwise, the possibility of
asymmetric loading (compromising accuracy) would have arisen.
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MAIHAK (STAUS) TYPE

germany, design registered in 1903
The prototype ‘Maihak-Indikator System Staus’, protected by a DRGM
granted on 13th February 1903,[7] retained a standard Rosenkranz-Thompson
amplifying mechanism.
In prototype form, a Crosby-like spring mounted above a semi-tubular
housing was extended by the rise of the piston-rod extension; the perfected
version, with circumferential cooling slots in the body beneath the platform,
7. According to Rosenkranz; Staus claimed that the design had been patented.

From A. Stauss, Der Indikator (1911).

Plate 54. The Staus-type Maihak
indicator was made in small quantites
prior to 1905. Note the design of the
linkage and spring supports.
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embodied a modified Crosby linkage with a bifurcated tracer arm and the
links duplicated to allow the piston rod to rise through the centre of the
compression spring.
Unlike the later Lehmann design, the Staus-pattern Maihak retained the
small incurved standard at the front of the amplifying mechanism, had a
single back link, and carried the spring on a cap supported by two rod-like
standards; the pressure applied by the trace to the drum was controlled by
a threaded rod (with a small turned wooden handle projecting to the rear),
which contacted the back of one of the standards.
The Staus indicator was made as ‘large’ (grosses Modell), ‘intermediate’
(Mittelmodell) and ‘small’ (kleines Modell). Large and intermediate versions
were usually supplied with pistons 20.27mm in diameter, which with a range
of springs rated at 60mm to 2.5mm, suited them to pressures of 24 bar and
16 bar respectively. The small instruments, with 10.14mm-diameter pistons,
were accompanied by springs rated 20–0.5mm and could be used with
pressures as high as 60 bar.

MAIHAK (LEHMANN) TYPE

germany, patented in 1906
The external-spring indicator patents obtained by Wilhelm Lehmann of
Hamburg, protecting an easily exchangeable spring and a stirrup-shaped
trace bar elevated by a duplicated Crosby-style linkage, were among the most
influential to be granted in Germany prior to 1914.
The relevant British Patent, 9618/06, sought on 24th April 1906 and
accepted on 17th January 1907, claimed that in ‘indicators with external springs
located above the pencil-operating gear it has hitherto been usual to provide
composite spring holders either in the form of lateral supports or in the form
of bridges partly surrounding the said gear. This arrangement involves the
use of a comparatively long piston rod for the indicator, so that the weight
of the moving parts is increased. Moreover the spring holder is subject to
expansion, contraction or distortion owing to changes of temperature…so
that the movement of the piston is accompanied by frictional resistance or
oscillation. The method of connecting the pencil-operating gear at one or
both sides of the piston rod by means of a cross-head on the latter has the
disadvantage that it involves wear of frictional surfaces, side movement of
parts, oscillation, and therefore errors in the indicator-diagram; moreover
the removal of the piston rod is rendered difficult by this arrangement.’
Lehmann sought to correct these problems with an ‘improved construction
[that] allows of readily removing and replacing or exchanging the spring, and
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Plate 55. The three standard Lehmann-Crosby indicators offered by Maihak of Hamburg
prior to 1914, shown approximately to scale. The diameter of the drums and the length of
the springs are among the obvious distinctions. From A. Stauss, Der Indikator (1911).

of providing an indicator with a short and light piston rod, which is effectively
guided by the upper part of the spring support. The latter, being made in one
piece, is strong and not subject to distortion by changes of temperature. The
gear by means of which the pencil is operated is very strongly mounted, so
that the pencil is not subjected to “jarring” and vibration.’
There is no evidence that a patent was granted in the U.S.A., where the
existence of many other external-spring indicators ensured that claims to
novelty were often difficult to make. Austrian patent 28986, sought on 13th
April 1906 and accepted on 15th December of the same year, is broadly
comparable to the British Patent but draws attention to the patent granted
in Germany to Anna Willner (DRP 128772). This may even have inhibited
a grant of protection in Germany. Another Austrian patent, 56884 (sought
on 15th May 1911, accepted on 17th June 1912) protected a modification of
the 1906 indicator, with an improved spring-retaining cap, a protective bellhousing over the amplifying-mechanism linkage, and an improved body cap
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Plates 56, above, and 57, next page. This medium-size Lehmann-Crosby indicator was
made by Maihak AG shortly after the end of the First World War, but, apart from the
asymmetrical fairlead pulleys, is broadly comparable with those made prior to 1914.
Numbered ‘7111’, it bears no other identifying marks. Note the Stauffer lubricator beneath
the fairlead. Canadian Museum of Making collection.

rotating on a ball race. The patent drawings also show a variation of the
amplifier with the rear arms of the linkage pivoting not above the platform
but on a sliding collar on the piston-rod extension, in the chamber beneath
the body cap.
It has been assumed that Lehmann was originally employed by Maihak, as
his British patent describes him as ‘of 21 Grevenweg, Hamburg, in the Empire
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of Germany, Foreman…’ However, the patent neither names his employer
nor reveals any assignment of rights.
The perfected Lehmann-Crosby indicator was introduced commercially
in 1906, and an improved piston housing with a separate liner appeared in
1908. A few essentially similar instruments were made with Thompson-Lenker
(‘Thompson links’), but were not as popular as the Crosby derivatives. Maihak
also made a few indicators derived from the Willner patent, identified by the
height of the standards—greater than normal—and by the way in which the
body was held under the platform by four small cylindrical pegs.
Lehmann indicators had a short peg-like standard anchoring each of
the duplicated front links, a bridle-type back link, and a compression spring
bearing on an abutment forged integrally with the body plug. The trace-stop
rod lay towards the front of the unit, bearing on a post on the centreline of
the platform. Like the preceding Staus indicators, Lehmann examples had
synthetic body-cap collars, rotating independently of the cap, and prominent
ventilating slots cut into the body—but these lay below the platform in the
Staus design, and above the platform in the Lehmann equivalent.
Lehmann-type Maihaks were made prior to 1914 in three sizes, ‘Grösse
1’ with a 51mm diameter drum and a maximum speed rating of 300 rpm,
‘Grösse 2’ (38mm, 600 rpm) and ‘Grösse 3’ (30mm, 1500 rpm). The diagram
sizes were 120 × 72mm, 100 × 50mm and 70 × 35mm respectively. Pistons
came in bewildering variety compared with those of indicators made in
Britain or the U.S.A.: normal (20.27mm diameter), ½ size (14·35mm), 1/5 size
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(9·06mm), 1/10 size (5·41mm), 1/20 (4·53mm) size and 1/30 size (3·70mm), which
allowed a combination of the largest indicator and the smallest piston to
register pressures as high as 700 bar in perfect safety. The basic design was
also adapted to serve many special purposes.
The earliest instruments, probably those made prior to 1911/12 (when
serial numbers had reached only about 2500), could be distiguished by the
position of the vents beneath the rotating cap, which were placed so that
their centreline was virtually a prolongation of the top edge of the platform.
In addition, the fairlead had a recurved bracket and two small pulleys. The
design of the body was soon changed so that the vents lay noticeably higher,
and the fairlead bracket became much more angular. The two equally small
pulleys were superseded by one small pulley above a much larger pulley. This
style remained in vogue after 1918.
Maihak indicators were often fitted with Stauffer screw-feed lubricators,
usually on the fairlead-retaining screw (where the butterfly was replaced with
a hexagonal nut) but sometimes also on the side of the body. Many also had
a small button protruding from the paper-drum nut; these usually indicate
that a detaching system, activated simply by lifting, isolates the drum from
the reciprocating motion imparted by the engine.

LEHMANN & MICHELS TYPE

Founded in Altona in 1911, apparently to develop diesel engines, Lehmann &
Michels made Maihak-like indicators in accordance with the patents granted
to Wilhelm Lehmann. However, these all appear to date later than 1920 and
are included in the next chapter.
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Towards perfection
According to the first catalogue to be published by Dobbie McInnes in 1919,
immediately after the end of the First World War, the No. 1 could be obtained
in three sizes (‘Large’, ‘Small’ and ‘Half ’ for maximum speeds of 250, 800 and
1500 rpm respectively); the No.1A, still with the paper-holding clips, came
only in Large and Small. A variation of the standard Design No. 1 was made
entirely in steel for use with refrigerating and associated equipment filled with
ammonia. Design No. 2 had an instantaneous detent mechanism, a paper roll
in the drum, and the drum spring in a cylindrical housing placed externally
beneath the platform. The No. 3 (for speeds not exceeding 300 rpm) was a
continuous-diagram indicator with a mechanism paper feed, intended for
use with ‘Winding Engines, Rolling Mill Engines, Pumps and such like’, or,
fitted with a reduced-area piston, with gas engines.
Designs No. 1G and No. 2G were adapted for use with ‘Explosion
Engines, Diesel Motors, etc.’. Based on the standard Small No. 1 and No. 2
respectively and suited to running speeds as high as 800 rpm, they had the
pistons, cylinders and amplifying mechanism altered to suit the different
pressures and temperatures encountered with internal-combustion engines.
The pistons were usually half-size (0.3989-inch diameter) but others could
be obtained on request; indicators intended for use with steam and internal
combustion often had an additional full-size piston. A small-scale ‘Half Size
No. 1G’ indicator was made for use specifically with ‘Very Small Engines,
Launches, Motors’ where the running speeds were exceptionally high—as
much as 2000 rpm. The diagrams measured only 2 × 1 inches compared
with 3½ × 1½ inches for the ‘Small’ No. 1G and No. 2G. The steam cock
accompanying Half Size No. 1G instruments was usually threaded ‘½-inch
Gas’ instead of the customary ‘¾-inch Whitworth’. In addition to the Mathot
and Cipollina continuous recorders described in Chapter Six, an ‘Ordinary
Explosion Recorder’ and a ‘Special Explosion Recorder’ could be obtained.
The Design No. 1 and its derivatives were very successful. Production
of the ‘1919 Model’ continued into the era of Dobbie McInnes & Clyde Ltd
(1921–36), and then after the restitution of the Dobbie McInnes Ltd name at
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Plate 58. The Design No. 1 was a distinctive and long-lived design. D1A 24039 was made
c. 1929 by Dobbie McInnes & Clyde. Canadian Museum of Making collection.
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the beginning of 1937 on into the Second World War. However, many changes
were made during a production life exceeding forty years.
The earliest examples, few of which seem to survive, had prominent
vertical flutes in the cylinder and body caps. The body of the pulley block was
a separate component (later examples seem to have been forged integrally
with the fairlead), and the vulcanite insulator was customarily carried up
at the rear to touch the platform. Retained by two screws from each side
and one from the front, it also had two (small indicators) or three (large
indicators) ventilating holes drilled into the pressure chamber immediately
above the piston.
The insulator blocks of the first series-made instruments displayed a
shield-like trade mark containing a small illustration of the internal-spring
indicator in an oval partition, McINNES on a scroll, and D (for ‘Dobbie’).
Markings on the front edge of the platform included “McINNES DOBBIE” and the
designation contained within separate line borders. Serial numbers—usually
prefixed D1, D1A (large instruments) or DS1 (small)—will be found on the back
upper edge of the platform, on the rear amplifying-link lug protruding from
the back of the rotating collar, and also on the stem of the pulley bracket . The
top surface of the drum is invariably plain.
Gradually, refinements were made. The decorative McInnes trade mark
on the insulating block was abandoned after the change of name in 1903,
and the heads of the cylinder and body caps were knurled instead of fluted.
Knurling was also generally applied to the heads of the finger-screws. The
markings on the front edge of the platform now included DOBBIE McINNES
LTD GLASGOW, still within a linear border, but the company name, “MCINNESDOBBIE” INDICATOR and an encircled DM monogram was added to the top
surface of the drum.
Design No. 1 indicators made in 1921–36 had the markings of DOBBIE
MCINNES & CLYDE LD. on the back edge of the platform, but those made from
1937 onward reverted to the pre-1921 Dobbie McInnes Ltd form. The later
instruments have plain union nuts, lacking insulation, and the insulator
block on the body was eventually replaced by two small chequered plates
held by three small screws. Two or three vents were drilled into the body
from the rear, between the heels of the plates. The fairlead and pulley bracket
were made as a single unit.

IMPROVED DOBBIE McINNES INDICATORS

The ‘D.M’ Super Diesel or Mark V Indicator was introduced in 1929,
embodying the changes suggested by patents granted in 1913–14 to protect
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Plate 59. This post-1937 Dobbie McInnes Ltd Design No. 1A indicator is accompanied
by 1900-patent Wade reducing gear—a poor design which continued to be offered until
1945. The design of the box, made of marine plywood instead of mahogany, suggests that
D1A 30900 dates from the end of 1942. John Walter collection.

the semi-circular or ‘hoop’ support for the amplifying mechanism and the
changes to the position of the cutaway body. The indicators were made
in two sizes, ‘Standard’ and ‘Small’, and were easily identified (assuming
the distinctive markings could not be seen) by the style of the amplifying
mechanism.
The union nut lacked an insulator, and the platform was cranked downward
beneath the drum; ventilating slots were cut in the rotating collar (standardsize instruments only). Most examples had a special detent mounted on the
edge of the platform, to hold the drum, and a second cord take-off position
so that a second indicator could be operated. There were two wheels in the
pulley block of the modified Staněk-type fairlead, small above large, and the
fairlead was held by a butterfly nut with a short shank. The standard indicator
had two spring-steel paper fingers held to the drum by two short screws
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through an extended collar. Comparatively few of the standard-size Super
Diesel indicators were made; none could be traced for examination, and it is
concluded that, by the mid 1930s, the running speeds of internal-combustion

Plate 60. Another view
of Dobbie McInnes Ltd
Design No. 1A indicator
D1A 30900, probably
dating from the end of
1942. Note the reduction
of the insulating plates to
small chequered panels,
believed to have been
done to conserve material
in wartime. John Walter
collection.
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Plate 61. Dobbie-McInnes ‘Super Diesel Mark V’ indicator
The illustration, originally published
in William J. Goudie, Ripper’s Steam
Engine Theory and Practice (eighth
edition, 1932), shows a vertical section of a typical indicator. The printing block was supplied by Dobbie
McInnes, and identical vertical partsections will be found in many other
publications.
The body 1 of the indicator is made of
brass, and the cylinder 2, also of brass,
is screwed into the reduced portion 3
by means of a screwdriver key which
fits into the cross-slot 4. This lower
portion is coned inside, to fit a corresponding conical spigot on the
indicator cock, and is provided with
a fine thread screwed to take the
upper half of the coupling nut 5. The lower half of the nut is screwed with a special thread to
take the screw of the cock. The nut is rotated by means of the cylindrical projections 6. [The
nut] is sheathed in vulcanite. The body of the indicator is also covered with a thick sheathing
of vulcanite 7…
The piston 8 is made of hardened steel and secured to the piston rod 9, which is a special
steel tube, employed to obtain strength with light weight, by the screwed pin 10… Two deep
grooves are cut in the piston and act as throttling chambers, to prevent undue leakage of
steam. Any steam or water which leaks past the piston is discharged downward through
three holes 11, bored through the sheathing and body, to the inside of the space above the
cylinder. This space is closed by a brass clamp head 12, sheathed on the top with vulcanite,
which serves the purpose of a closing cap. By giving this head a half turn the clamp screw
thread…is turned clear of the thread in the body, and the piston and head can then be withdrawn.
The frame 13 supporting the drum table and pencil mechanism is of the bayonet type…
It has the upper part 14 turned conical to take the swivel head 15, which is rotated by the
handle 16. In the [previous Dobbie McInnes] design…this head is replaced by a cylindrical
band with an overhanging arm for the suspension of the link work, to which the handle is
attached…; and a projection on the right makes contact with an adjustable stop-pin screwed
into a knob on the plat-form.
This stop arrangement does not show on the section. The curved pencil lever 17 of the
parallel motion…is pivoted at the end of a vertical swing link 18, and to a horizontal link 19,
which is pivoted to the swivel head. The two pin-joints of lever 17 are in the same straight
line as the pencil point, so that the action of the mechanism is the same as though a straight
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line as the pencil point, so that the action of the mechanism is the same as though a straight
link were used. The link 19 is pin-jointed to a vertical link 20, which in turn is pin-jointed to a
detachable head 21, screwed on to the piston rod 9. This rod is screwed and enlarged near
the middle to give the wide facing with knurled surface against which the lower brass endpiece 22 of the spring is screwed. The upper brass end-piece 23 is screwed to a projection on
the under side of the top cap 24, which takes the thrust when the spring is compressed under
the action of the steam pressure. This cap, which is covered with vulcanite, is screwed into
the conical projection with a fine thread, to a considerable depth, to obtain secure fixture.
When the clamp head 12 is released and the top cap 24 is screwed out of the body,
the piston, rod, spring, cap, and swivel head can be lifted out as one piece, and can then be
taken adrift. When a spring is to be changed, the rod, piston, and cap 24 are rotated by the
knurled enlargement, until the rod is screwed off the detachable head 21, and the swivel
head is removed. The spring and rod are then screwed off the cap 24, and finally the spring
is screwed off the rod. This process is reversed when a spring is replaced. The springs are
made of steel and the ends of the wire are inserted in holes drilled in the brass end-pieces…
All springs intended for both vacuum and pressure are made the requisite length, so
that when screwed full home at both ends the pencil point of the indicator rests in the correct position, to afford space for the vacuum and pressure diagram below and above the
atmospheric line. This position varies with the strength of the spring. If it is desired to raise
the atmospheric line, this can be done by unscrewing the piston rod and inserting a washer.
The drum 25…rotates on a spindle fixed on the platform 26, and is held against a stop,
when at rest, by a coiled spring. It is prevented from rising by the milled nut 27 screwed on
the reduced end of the drum spindle. The cord pulley bracket 28 is clamped on to the under
side of the platform by the thumb nut 29. The pulley carrier 30 can be turned in the bracket
to incline the pulleys in any desired direction. It is clamped in position by the set-pin 31. The
small pulley prevents the cord from being thrown out of the guide pulley groove. The two
steel clips 32 fixed on the drum by the screws at the bottom secure the paper on the drum.

engines were generally too high for the range envisaged for the instrument.
The small-size Mark V indicators, conversely, were not only made in quantity
but were also still available in 1969 (probably ‘old stock’). Intended to be
used at speeds up to 800 rpm, they had 13/8-inch (35mm) diameter recording
drums and pistons with an area of ¼ square inch. For speeds of 800–1500
rpm, ironically, the old ‘Half Size’ Design No. 1G was still being offered when
Dobbie McInnes left the indicator business in the early 1970s.
The ‘Continuous Time Base Diesel Engine Indicator’, a variant of the
Super Diesel, was made in accordance with British Patent 225906, granted
on 11th December 1924 to Walter Clyde and Dobbie McInnes & Clyde. A
flat platform extended to support mechanically-driven recording apparatus
which wound paper from one spool over another to a third as the trace was
made. A bracket beneath the platform supported a bevel-gear drive shaft.
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Plate 62. This ‘small-size’ indicator,
no. D1B 21311 R, dates from c. 1923.
Note the Dobbie McInnes & Clyde
marks on the platform. Museum of
Making collection.
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Plate 63. Once owned by Brighton Technical College, this Small Super Diesel Mark V, S.D.B.
33650 R., probably dates from 1946. Canadian Museum of Making collection.

The ultimate Dobbie McInnes indicator was the Design No. 4, developed from
the series of experiments that had begun in the 1930s and continued through
the Second World War. The goal of these had been to reduce inertia, friction
and the oscillations caused by vibration to a minimum, in the hope that a
larger diagram than those customarily drawn by higher-speed indicators
could be provided.
Stupendously detailed patents sought by the company in August 1937,
in association with Evelyn Beale[1] of Ebury Street, London, and again in
May 1942 (with Laurence Oliphant of Barnt Green, Birmingham) provided
dampers for the amplifying gear. Accepted as British Patents 501290 and
557645 respectively, these were deemed to unduly complicate an essentially
simple instrument. However, in the accompanying papers can be seen the
1. Evelyn Stewart Lansdowne Beale was also granted a variety of patents to protect electromagnetic or
electrostatic diaphragm recorders, though the results were customarily displayed on a cathode-ray tube
instead of an autographic recorder—see ‘Improvements in or relating to Engine Indicators’, British Patents
683367 (application made in May 1951), 693950 (August 1951), 708765 (February 1953) and 722673 (February
1953), all granted to Standard Telephones & Cables Ltd of London. Dobbie McInnes, responsible for the
design and manufacture of the pressure diaphragms, marketed the ‘Standard-Sunbury’ indicator alongside
the Farnboro in the mid 1950s and early 1960s.
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Plate 64, next page. A leaflet published by Dobbie McInnes in the early 1950s, extolling
the virtues of the Design No. 4. Note that the indicator appears to be marked EADB 45000,
which suggests that a new serial-number range had begun to distance the new indicators
from the old Design No. 1 and Super Diesel. John Walter collection.

origins of the No. 4, and there is no doubt that a simplified damper based on
British Patent 557645 was offered commercially.
The perfected Design No. 4 indicator relied on little more than lightweight
alloy components in the amplifying mechanism—notably the ‘H’ section
milling on the tracer arm and the aluminium-alloy drum—and a ball-race in
the base of the drum to improve the efficiency with which it could turn. The
tension of the drum-return spring could be altered simply by loosening the
lock nut on top of the drum and turning the knurled cap clockwise (slacker)
or anti-clockwise (tighter). The lock nut also doubled as a detent.
The No. 4 was easily identifiable, with a simplified form of the proven
arched tracer arm and a body which was cut away to leave two sturdy pillars
flanking the pressure spring. One annular synthetic insulator protected the
body cap, and another lay between the spring chamber and the ribs milled
around the lower part of the body above the union nut. The two-pulley
fairlead bracket was a lightweight pressing, and the fairlead itself was held
under the platform by a knurled-head nut. The union nut was customarily
threaded to Dobbie McInnes standards, but the essentially hand-built nature
of these items allowed Maihak and other types of connexion to be supplied
on request.
The paper measured 3 × 6½ inches, 76 × 165mm, allowing diagrams of 2½
× 4¼ inches (64 × 100mm) to be obtained on a drum which had a diameter of
1.8 inches (45.7mm). Intended for use with steam engines speeds running at
speeds up to 500 rpm, the standard No. 4 had a piston area of ½ square inch.
Fifteen interchangeable springs allowed the indicator to handle a wide range
of pressures.
The weakest spring, rated at 8lb/sq.inch per inch of compression, was
designed to operate from a vacuum to 5lb/sq.inch above atmospheric pressure;
at the other extreme, the ‘150’ spring (150lb/sq.inch per inch of compression)
could show a maximum pressure of 375lb/sq.inch. The diesel version had
a piston with a face area of only 1/8 square inch, allowing it to handle much
higher pressures than its steam-engine equivalent. Diagrams obtained with
the ‘6’ spring could show pressures ranging from a vacuum to 8 lb/sq.inch
above atmospheric level; with the ‘450’ spring, however, the upper limit was
raised to 1125lb/sq.inch.
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By comparison, the Small Size Mark V, which gave a diagram of 1½ × 3 inches
(38 × 75mm) on paper measuring 2¼ x 5in (57 × 127mm), could indicate
pressures only as high as 450 lb/sq.in despite twenty springs ranging from ‘10’
to ‘300’. Its advantage, apart from compact dimensions, lay only in an ability
to take diagrams satisfactorily at 800 rpm. The old Half Size No. 1G, rated
for a maximum running speed of 1200 rpm, could record pressures as high as
6000lb/sq.inch with special small-diameter piston/body liner units. It gave
diagrams that were merely an inch high by two inches broad (25 × 51mm) on
a sheet of paper measuring 1¾ × 4 inches.
The No. 4 was the last design in a series which had begun with the patent
granted to John Dobbie in 1898. In many ways it was a typical British product
of the immediate post-war era: based closely on traditional practice, with few
concessions to modernity.
There is some evidence that the perfected prototype, dating from 1945, was
numbered 45000 and made its first public appearance at the Engineering and
Marine Exhibition held in Olympia, London, in 1947 alongside the company’s
Telemagnetic Compass, the Teledep Symmetrical Tank Indicator and a
Plate 65. Design No. 4 indicator no. 45074, in the mahogany box that typified post-war
Dobbie McInnes products. The steam cock is missing, together with the recording paper
usually carried in the compartment with the cut-away side. Museum of Making collection.
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Recording Accelerometer. The Dobbie McInnes press release remarked that
the ‘New Design No. 4 Indicator’ was ‘in general…a development of earlier
types. Features are a considerably lightened parallel motion and recording
drum, unit construction, friction reduction and a new design of case [body].
The principal results of these improvements are that larger and more accurate
diagrams can be obtained at higher engine speeds; repairs are simplified and
the indicator is easier to use. Also damping of the correct degree is readily
introduced when required… In the Design No. 4 Indicator…frictional lag
and inertia effects of the recording drum which tend to distort the diagrams,
have been reduced by the use of anti-friction bearings and light alloys.’
An intriguing feature of this description is the availability of damping,
which had been the goal of the patents granted in 1937 and 1942. Though an
appropriately fitted No. 4 instrument has yet to be found, the press release also
states that ‘the damping device…can be supplied to meet conditions which
introduce high frequency pressure waves, or spring bounce in the ordinary
indicator. Such a damper is shown (at the Exhibition) fitted to the “DobbieMcInnes” Mark X Diesel Engine Indicator.’ However, none of the leaflets
subsquently distributed to promote the Design No. 4 mention dampers
among the many accessories. It is reasonable to conclude that very few were
made; no survivors have been identified.[2]
Production of the No. 4 did not get underway until 1948, and it seems
unlikely that more than a few thousand instruments were made in an era
when the mechanical indicator was increasingly challenged by electronic
recorders; the highest serial number reported to date is merely 48587. Dobbie
McInnes products were solid and reliable, but comparing them with the
highly sophisticated range of Maihak and Lehmann & Michels indicators
being offered in the 1950s (and the copies made in the German Democratic
Republic) shows how far British industrial thought had stagnated.
A price list dating from 3rd March 1969 shows that the instruments were
also very expensive: £78 for a standard No. 4, £111 for the Small Mark V Super
Diesel, and £126 for the Half Size Design No. 1G. Additional springs cost
£6.10.0d apiece; the standard nickel-plated steam cock cost £8.3.0d; the Type
F diesel cock was £3.18.6d; and a hank of 100 feet of wire-cored indicator
cord could be had for £1.5.9d. Diagram paper for the No. 4, measuring 3 x
2. It is worth remembering that these indicators were not ‘mass produced’ in the currently accepted sense
of the term. The Design No. 4 promotional leaflet states that ‘our engine indicators…have been employed
as part of a testing machine for the recording of strain and as pressure recorders, with various accessories,
they have obtained diagrams from aircraft catapults, torpedoes, aircraft emergency ejector seats, gas
turbine starters, hydraulic presses, etc… We are always glad to submit designs for special purposes,
whether for batch production or as single units [my italics]’.
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Plate 66. Dobbie McInnes Design No. 4 Indicator no. 45074 was probably assembled early
in 1948 . Note that the small handle used to rotate the trace into contact with the drum
projcts from the side of the link bracket instead of the rearward-pointing handle of the
prototype shown in Plate 64. Museum of Making collection.

6½ inches, cost 17s 9d for 240 sheets. The design of the mahogany box was
simplified, and the accessories supplied with each indicator were restricted to
a bottle of piston-lubricating oil; a small metal case containing three metallic
pencils; a celluloid set square, a ‘new type’ cord hook; a ‘Coupling Nut Lever’
in the form of a metal tube that could be slipped over the arms of the union
nut; a cleaning rod; five metres of plaited flax cord; fifty sheets of ‘Metallic
Diagram Paper’; an instruction book; and a ‘Dobbie McInnes Combined
Radial Divider Card and I.H.P. Nonagram’.
The Weir Group, the parent of Dobbie McInnes, faced a financial crisis at
the beginning of the 1970s. Sales of indicators had declined to a point where
the inventory was sold to Empi Ltd of Glasgow, which was advertising the
Farnboro and the No. 4 (with a range of only eight springs) for sale by April
1972. The pressure range of the No. 4 could be extended from a maximum of
375lb/sq.in, with the basic ‘½ square inch’ piston, to 9600lb/sq.inch with the
1/16 square inch alternative.
It seems unlikely that more than a handful of Design No. 4 indicators were
sold in the 1970s, owing partly to obsolescence but also to lack of demand
in an era in which electronic recording systems were increasingly favoured.
However, a few individual instruments have been seen with empi marks on
the edge of the platform.

MAIHAK (LEHMANN) TYPE

When the First World War ended, Maihak had made only about 5000-6000
indicators in a variety of individual designs, ranging from a few MaihakThompsons (some with ventilated bodies and the amplifying mechanism
mounted on a rotating collar protected by a vulcanite sheath) to the Lehmannpatent modifications of the Crosby.
Work continued against the backcloth of a depressed economy and
political unrest, but sales were still slow. Many items exported in this era
were completely unmarked, in the hope that anonymity would disguise their
German origins. This was particularly true of goods sold in France, though
in Britain, at least, the efforts of distributors—McAughtrey & Son of Glasgow,
in Maihak’s case—soon blurred the issue. In 1922, Maihak became a jointstock company or Actiengesellschaft and though the marks on the instruments
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Plate 67. This illustration of the Maihak external-spring indicator, c. 1925, emphasises the
changes that had been made after the end of the First World War. Author’s collection.

initially remained unchanged, those on the box labels and sales literature
immediately reflected the alteration in structure. Consequently, anything
marked ‘Maihak A.G.’ will date later than 1922.
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It had been assumed that the largest Lehmann-Crosby indicator was
abandoned after the war, and that development was concentrated instead
on the ‘Grosse II’ (medium) and ‘Grosse III’ (small high-speed) designs that
became the ‘Typ 50’ and ‘Typ 30’ respectively.[3] However, a continuing need
to indicate large slow-speed engines ensured that supplies of the ‘Grosse I’
were made available for a surprisingly long time. This may reflect that a large
number of pre-1919 components were held in store, but ‘Grosse I’ indicator
3. The designations reflect the millimetric diameter of the standard drum.

Plate 68. This ‘Grosse I’ large-size ‘M1919’ Maihak indicator probably dates c. 1924. Note
the Stauffer screw-feed lubricator protruding beneath the platform directly under the
paper drum. Canadian Museum of Making collection.
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Plates 69 and 70. Two views of the ‘Grosse I’ large-size ‘M1919’ Maihak indicator no. 18911,
acquired by a Berlin pumping station, probably in 1928 (which appears to be confirmed by
a pencilled mark in the case-lid) Courtesy of Gurcan Tas.

no. 18911 was apparently supplied new as late as 1929 to the Berlin municipal
water-supply service—Berliner Stadtenwässerung—for use in Pumpwerk VII
in Lützowstrasse in the Tiergarten district.[4]
Changes had soon been made to construction. The body was forged in a
single piece, and the cylinder sleeve, previously locked between the platform
and cylinder, was screwed into the body from the top. The stop-screw of the
4. This red-brick pumping station was built in 1881–3 and closed in the early 1980s. The case of the
indicator, which is accompanied by a Staněk-type reducing wheel and accessories, contains an inventory
label applied in October 1956 by ‘Berliner Stadtwässerung, Pumpwerk VII, Berlin W.85, Genthiner Strasse
10’. One of the wooden inserts is marked ‘281914’, which is much more likely to be the 1914th order of
1928 than associated with 2nd October 1914—even though one of the spare springs is ‘2945’ (prior to 1914,
springs were often numbered to the indicators) and the case appears to have undergone refurbishment.
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amplifying mechanism was held to the top of the rotating collar with a short
screw, and the arms of the union nut were solid instead of hollow. Internally,
the guide sleeve for the piston rod was omitted. The three large slotted vents
in the body gave way to two, and the retaining cap for the spring gained a
small eye to allow a retaining cord to be loosely attached to the back link.
An important, if temporary change was made to the fairlead. The prewar design had a central hole for the threaded spindle projecting from
the underside of the platform; a butterfly nut locked the fairlead in place.
However, the nut had to be removed before the fairlead could be detached;
the new slotted design only required a hexagonal-head nut to be backed off a
turn to allow the fairlead to slide off the spindle laterally.
As production continued, the twin-pulley assembly on the fairlead was
replaced by a single Staněk pulley, a butterfly nut replaced the hexagonalhead nut retaining the fairlead (which required a spanner), and the elegant
spring-cap was replaced with a simple fluted cylindrical design. There is
also some evidence that a simplified ‘]’-profile back link was tried in small
numbers, but most surviving indicators have the standard flat form.
A variety of accessories was offered, including reducing wheels, pistons
of many sizes (with an optional steel cylinder bush resistant to the corrosive
effects of ammonia), and Stauffer-type screw feed lubricators. Special piston
lubricators were sometimes fitted for use with internal-combustion engines.
By 1936, a new-pattern or neuere Ausführung indicator had appeared.
Drawings suggest that this had a double-height bakelite sheath on the cylinder
cap; a lightweight aluminium drum containing a full-height coil spring; a
modified piston hollowed from above only; and a simplified amplifying
mechanism stop-screw. A ball joint appeared in the top of the piston rod
and a noticeably flat-wing butterfly nut retained the fairlead. No indicators
of this type have yet been traced, and so it is assumed that production was
small. This was probably due to the beginning of the Second World War, and
possibly also to a concentration on the bar-spring ‘Typ S’ for use with U-Boat
and other high-pressure diesel engines.
Maihak also made a roll-feed indicator of the type protected by British
Patent 12391/07, sought by Hugo Maihak—‘sole proprietor of the firm H.
Maihak, 57 Grevenweg, Hamburg, Germany’—on 28th May 1907. Little
more than an amalgamation of the modified Crosby linkage patented by
Lehmann and an improved Richardson-type drum, ‘especially applicable to
locomotives’, it relied on electromagnetic control of the feed and engagement
of the tracer. A roll of paper advanced automatically from a spool within the
drum, out through a slot, and then back in around the take-up spool.
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Plate 71. This ‘Grosse II’ Maihak external-spring indicator probably dates from about 1923.
Note the Stauffer screw-feed lubricator beneath the platform, and the ‘detent’ or release
button protruding the drum-knob. By courtesy of Bruce E. Babcock, Amanda, Ohio, U.S.A.

The destruction of much of Hamburg by Allied bombing, and immediate
post-war confiscation of surviving plant and machinery, prevented Maihak
resuming business in May 1945. Like many German manufacturers, therefore,
the first steps were taken by repairing and refurbishing existing items. It is
unlikely that any new indicators were made until the late 1940s, but trade had
recovered sufficiently by 1951 for Maihak to publish literature in English as
well as German.
A four-page English-language catalogue dating from this era offers the
three standard indicators—Type 30 (for speeds up to 1000 rpm), Type 50
(400 rpm) and Type ‘S’ (2400 rpm)—and a surprisingly broad variety of
accessories, which is clearly evident by comparing meagre Dobbie McInnes
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Plate 72. Maihak external-spring indicator
The illustration, originally published in William J. Goudie, Ripper’s Steam Engine Theory
and Practice (eighth edition, 1932), shows a vertical section of a typical example.
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The body 1 of the instrument which, like the Crosby, is cylindrical throughout, is in a
piece with the platform carrying the drum. The working cylinder 2 is screwed into this
body from the top. Several sizes of cylinder can be used, and the indicator is equally
serviceable for steam engine work with a large piston or internal combustion engine
work with a small piston. The combined cylinder cover and spindle guide 3 is clamped
down on the body by the coupling nut 4, which is sheathed with vulcanite. On the top
of this is mounted the turntable 5, which carries the parallel motion linkage. This table is
held in place by the lock-nut 6. A lock ring 7 is fitted to the union coupling nut 8, which
is screwed on to the indicator cock body. This body is coned to take the coned end of
the indicator. The piston 9 is made of steel hardened and polished. It is slipped over
the end of the piston rod, kept in place by a dowel pin 10, and secured on the rod by
the screw 11. The rod 12 is turned from the solid steel bar and bored to reduce weight
to a minimum. It is provided with a swivel head 13 with a slot into which the ball of the
spring fits. When the spring is screwed on to the upper part of the spindle guide 3, this
head rotates. The spring is screwed down till the ball is hard on the bottom of the slot in
the swivel head 13, and is locked…by the clamping nut 14.
The parallel motion is identical with that of the Crosby indicator, but the pencil lever
15 is bifurcated and carried by two swing links 16, which are pivoted in lugs 17 on the
turntable. The vertical links 18 are pin-jointed to the two arms 19 and 20 of the pencil
lever 15 and to the piston rod. The two horizontal links 21 are pin-jointed to links 18 and
two pillars 22 fixed on the turntable. The turntable 5 is rotated by the hand-knob 23 on
the end of the screw 24, which is adjusted to bear on the stop-pin 25, so as to give the
requisite pressure of the pencil point at the drum surface. The screw is locked in position
by the long nut 26.
The drum 27 is fixed to the driving pulley 28, which is provided with a sleeve that
fits over the spindle 29. This is bolted to the platform by the nut 30. The lower screwed
part of the spindle is extended to take the washer and nut 31, which clamp the guide
pulley bracket 32 in position. The spindle, as indicated by the dotted lines, is bored at the
lower end to provide a duct, for lubrication of the driving pulley sleeve, and a Stauffer
lubricator 33 is screwed on the end. The travel of the drum is limited by the head of
screw 34 fixed in the pulley and the point of the stop-pin 35 screwed into the platform,
when they come into contact. The drum spring 36 is fixed to the driving pulley by
screw 37. When at rest the drum is held against the stops by this spring, the resistance
of which can be varied by giving it one or two turns before it is slipped over the pin 38
on the spindle, by way of the vertical slot shown in the head 39. The spindle is reduced
at the top to take the top guide sleeve 40 of the drum. The drum is held down by the
milled lock-nut 41. The paper is attached to the drum by the spring clips 42… The head
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43 carrying the single guide pulley [or] double pulleys can swivel in the bracket 32. The
opening 44 in the body permits any leakage steam to escape into the atmosphere. It
will be noticed that, as in the case of the Crosby indicator, the spring can be removed
without disturbing the cylinder head or piston. Also, in both cases, the spring is in
tension under the action of the steam pressure on the piston.

Plate 73. Maihak indicators were very durable. This example, no. 20896, was made during
the early 1930s and has clearly had a hard life. Yet it is in full working order and the springs
have retained their elasticity. Canadian Museum of Making collection.
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Plate 74. Maihak indicators made after c. 1935 could be supplied in an aluminium case
instead of the tradition oak box. Though sold in the U.S.A. by Bacharach, this is a Germanmade instrument. By courtesy of Bruce E. Babcock, Amanda, Ohio, U.S.A.
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Plates 75, left, and
76, below right: this
interesting mid-size Typ
50 Maihak indicator, no.
32686, is accompanied
by accessories including
a reducing wheel and
a spare paper drum.
Both drums are fitted
with a detent-controlled
isolating mechanism,
and the provision of a
trace-bar with a rightangle point shows
that metallised paper
was to be used. The
small-diameter piston
and springs graduated
for pressures as high
as 400at (5880 lb/
sq,in) suggest that the
instrument was used
with a compressor.
Dates on the springs
suggest that the
indicator was made at
the end of 1940.
Courtesy of Gurcan Tas.

offerings of the same date. The Types 50 (metric) and 50Z (imperial: Zoll is
the German term for ‘inch’) were refinements of the pre-war patterns. They
had plain bodies with small vents exhausting at the junction of the platform
and cylinder, instead of the once-prominent slots; the fairlead and pulley
bracket were pressings; the lightweight back link was a reversion to the ‘]’form tried in the 1930s; the plain barrelled union had solid arms; and the
aluminium drum was fitted with two simple fingers of stout wire. Indicators
of this general type were still being made as late as 1970.
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Among the many accessories were eight exchangeable pistons: 4/1 (diameter
1·596in), 2/1 (1·129in), 1/1 (0·798in), ½ (0·564in), 1/5 (0·357in), 1/10 (0·252in), 1/20
(0·178in) and 1/50 (0·113in), which together greatly extended the operating
range of the standard springs. ‘Time-Base Pressure Recorders’ and ‘Pressure
Recorder Units’ included the Type A, with a single clockwork-drive drum,
and Type B with a triple drum; Type C was driven directly by a cord, belt
or shaft. Depending on the range of pressures involved, these could all be
fitted with either Type 30 or Type 50 indicators. Types D1 and D2, with a
single drum and continuous roll-feed respectively, were special slow-speed
recorders.
Pressure-recorder units could be fitted with as many as six indicators.
However, instruments of this type were made only in very small numbers.
Their utility was restricted not only to specialist analytical tasks, but also by
the rise of piezo-electric and other methods of indication which could be
displayed on cathode-ray tubes.
Analysing the serial numbers of Maihak indicators presents a challenge.
Prior to 1939, it is clear that a single series was used: ‘Grosse II’ indicator no.
7111 probably dates from the early 1920s, and ‘Grosse II’ no. 20896 was made
in the early 1930s. Two of the springs accompanying no. 27404 seem to be
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Plates 77 and 78: advertised
on eBay in 2017, this
two-instrument set (Type
50 no. 36603 and 37550)
was accompanied by an
invoice dating from 1947.
It is just possible that they
were refurbished wartime
instruments.

Plate 79. right, an Englishlanguage advertising leaflet
published by Maihak in the
summer of 1951.
John Walter collection.
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dated ‘3/36’ (original?) and ‘8/39’ (replacement?), which may give a clue to the
age of the indicator.
It has been suggested that Maihak changed to a model designator/yearbase system about 1940, prefacing numbers with the type and a two-digit date.
On this basis, Typ ‘S’ indicator S-41828 and Typ 30 indicator 30-43286 would
date from 1941 and 1943 respectively. A persuasive case could once be made
for date-prefix numbering, but order numbers occasionally found inside
the case-lids, and dated springs, show that there was only one cumulative
sequence. Consequently, S-41828 and 30-43286 both date from the 1950s.
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Plates 80, left, and 81, above. Two views of Maihak indicator Typ 50Z–59068. It is believed
to have been supplied new to Brighton Technical College (later part of the University
of Brighton) in 1960. Indicators used by educational establshments are often found in
excellent condition. Canadian Museum of Making collction.

Maihak made Typ 30 and Typ 50 indicators until 1985, when, with demand in
decline, manufacture was entrusted to Leutert GmbH. Though the current
Leutert instruments embody improved materials and simplifications in
construction, they are essentially similar to the ‘Original Maihak’ instruments
that were being made in the years between the world wars.
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Plate 82

Maihak 50Z178372 shows the
characteristics of
indicators which
were being
made before
the transfer
of business to
Leutert.

By courtesy of
Bruce E. Babcock,
Amanda, Ohio,
U.S.A.

BACHARACH TYPE

The Bacharach Industrial Instrument Company, incorporated in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, was founded in 1909 by Hermann Bacharach (1874–1958) and
still makes detection equipment for gases and liquids.
Bacharach had emigrated to the U.S.A. from Germany in 1902, after
serving an apprenticeship with Beck & Hinkel of Cassel and a short stay with
Allgemeine-Electrizitäts-Gesellschaft; unable to settle, despite employment
with the General Electric Company and Westinghouse, he began to distribute
German-made meters and pressure recorders from an office in the Lewis
Block, Pittsburgh.[1] These included Maihak indicators, which were handled
on a sole distributorship basis from 1911 until c. 1940.[2]
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Leaflets published in 1935–6 list Type 2-CP, the standard Maihak Typ 50
indicator; Type 2-WR, a special ‘Wide-Range Pressure Indicator’ capable
of handling low pressures with the assistance of a large-diameter cylinder
assembly; the Type 2-PD, a differential-pressure indicator designed to accept
pressures from each end of a cylinder simultaneously and trace the difference;
the Type 3, which was the standard Maihak high-speed Typ 30; and the
Type 4-HS, the Gehlen or ‘S’-type bar-spring indicator. Bacharach supplied
indicators in traditionally-styled oak boxes, and then, after 1936, in metalbody cases (usually aluminium). An extensive range of accessories included
the 1924-pattern ‘Maihak Automatic Planimeter’ for use ‘in combination with
the Maihak Indicator Size No. 2’.
The Model 2-CP was accompanied, according to Bacharach literature,
by ‘boxwood scale, 10 writing styles [stylii] in container, 50 metallic coated
indicator cards, 15 feet of indicator cord, can of porpoise oil, 2 screw drivers,
pair of pliers and a complete set of wrenches’. No steam cock or ‘indicator
valve’ was included simply ‘because many engines are provided with…valves
at the factory’. The case measured 8 × 7 × 5 inches, and weighed about 7lb.
One of the most interesting was the ‘Chronomatic Drum’ the subject
of U.S. Patent 2106772, sought on 29th July 1936 and issued on 1st February
1938 to Joseph Stein and John Wagner. An educational leaflet noted how the
special drum, an integral part of the Type 2-CPT indicator, was to be used:
‘The Chronomatic Indicator offers a convenient and reliable means
of determining m[ean].e[ffective].p[ressure]. and indicated horsepower
of Diesel Engines without the necessity of equipping the engine with an
indicator reducing motion.
‘The diagram recorded by the Chronomatic Indicator shows the change
of engine pressure on a time base. Since the drum-surface speed is adjustable
over a broad range, the pressure record may be spread…to obtain a clear
picture of the portion of the engine cycle to be studied.
“The drum is designed to be freely-rotating and receives propulsion by
a helical spring encircling the drum shaft. One end of the spring is fastened
1. Documents kept on Ellis Island, the principal point of entry into the U.S.A., reveal that Bacharach
arrived back in New York from Cuxhaven on 1st October 1908 aboard the steamship Kaiserin Augusta
Viktoria. The passenger records list him as ‘single’, ‘34’ and ‘engineer’. A later homeward voyage, aboard
Homeric in October 1922, reveals that 48-year-old Bacharach became a U.S. citizen in the Pittsburgh
Federal Court in June 1908, and that his address in 1922 was ‘6336 Phillips Avenue, Pittsburgh’.
2. Some Bacharach literature, noting that the success of the Maihak in North America was largely due to
its abilities to indicate high pressures, pictures the von Gehlen bar-spring design of the 1920s. The original
success was actually due to the ultra-small diameter pistons that could be obtained from Germany to fit
into the standard external-spring instruments.
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to the shaft and the other end engages the hub of the drum through an overrunning clutch. The mass and bearings of the drum are proportioned so that
once the drum is spun, it continues to revolve at uniform speed for sufficient
time to produce a diagram with a practically constant time scale.
“The spring providing the starting torque is wound by revolving the
drum slowly, clockwise, for about two turns… The drum surface speed at
any instant is indicated by the speed indicator on top of the drum [graduated
100–500 ft/sec].”
Manufacture of meters and similar equipment began in the U.S.A. during
the First World War, when supplies from Germany had been cut, but there is
no evidence that indicators were among these particular products: a booklet
published in the late 1930s, celebrating Hermann Bacharach’s retirement,
Plate 83
Maihak indicator
no. 27713 shows
the characteristics
of the ‘New
Model’ introduced
commerically in 1936.
Sold in the U.S.A.
by the Bacharach
Instrument Company,
this ‘Model 2-CP’ was
made in Germany.

By courtesy of
Bruce E. Babcock,
Amanda, Ohio,
U.S.A.
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Plate 84. This German-made Maihak indicator, dating from about 1938, was sold in the
U.S.A. as the Bacharach Type 2-CPT. It is shown here fitted with the ‘Chronomatic Drum’
patented prior to the Second World War. By courtesy of Bruce Babcock, Amanda, Ohio, U.S.A.

does not mention them at all. It is more likely that Bacharach’s management
decided to copy the external-spring Maihak only after war in Europe had
cut supplies of Maihak indicators, which were diverted to the Kriegsmarine
for use with the diesel engines of submarines and patrol boats. This seems
more probable than an alternative explanation that the Japanese attack on
Pearl Harbor, drawing the United States into war, stimulated the need for
indicators by dramatically increasing output of warships.
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Plate 85. Maihak-type indicators made by Bacharach in the U.S.A. differed from their
German prototypes in many details. These included the design of the standard case, made
of a composite material with reinforced corners. By courtesy of Bruce E. Babcock, Ohio.
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By 1942, however, work was clearly being geared to the war effort and most
of the products were going to the U.S. Navy and the merchant marine. Trill
indicators had been selected for use with steam engines, but the Bacharach
indicator was preferred for marine and other diesels. Production prior to 1945
was substantial, and work on standard autographic instruments continued
into the post-war era.
Bacharach indicators are difficult to distinguish at a glance from the
German Typ 50 Maihak, though they are made to U.S. imperial-measure
standards (instead of metric) and few of the parts of the U.S. and German
products will readily interchange. However, the underside of the U.S.-made
platform has a notable step down between the drum and the body, and the
lower part of the union nut is formed as a hexagon.
A leaflet published in the 1950s confirms that the ‘First Bacharach product
developed for Diesel Service’ was the 2CP Engine Indicator, which was
‘standard throughout the world for recording diagrams which show operating
characteristics of medium and moderately high-speed Diesel engines, as well
as steam engines, gas engines, compressors, and pumps’.

DREYER, ROSENKRANZ & DROOP

When production resumed after the First World War, substantial changes
were made to the Dreyer, Rosenkranz & Droop indicators. The largest
pattern was abandoned in favour of the half-size and small designs, reflecting
the rise of internal combustion at the expense of low-pressure steam, but the
most important change concerned the spring—which was held in a conical
hollow standard by a milled nut engaging a thread on the extended tail of the
piston rod. The tracer bar passed through a slot in the piston rod, allowing
the remainder of the linkage to be offset. The hexagonal union nut had two
stubby arms, the paper-clip was made by bending wire, and the Staněk-type
fairlead reverted to a single pulley.
A short instruction manual, Rosenkranz-Indikator. Gebrauchsanweisung,
thought to date from the mid 1920s, reveal that three sizes of instrument were
made, differing largely in the size of the paper-drum: the Nr. I drum had a
diameter of 50mm, compared with 40mm for the Nr. II and 30mm for the
Nr. III—intended for speeds up to 300, 550 and 850 rpm respectively.[0] The
diagrams varied in size from 120×75mm (Nr. I, 100 rpm) to 40×15mm (Nr. III
at 850 rpm). Optional accessories included a detent to interrupt the rotation
of the drum (betrayed by a larger than normal drum-knob), a continuousfeed paper drum für fortlaufende geschlossene Diagramme, and a reducing
wheel with three sizes of hub and two positions for the fairlead attachment
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Plates 86 and 87. The perfected Dreyer, Rosenkranz & Droop indicator, taken from the
1920s operating insttuctions. Note the distinctively tapered standards, which cannot be
confused with any other design. The drawings show the optional drum-detent system
(‘Fig. 9’) and the special adaptor for the smallest piston (‘Fig. 6’). Author’s collection.

screw. All of these indicators had the Schnellverschluss, allowing the piston
to be extracted simply by turning a locking collar through about eighty
degrees. The entire spring unit and body-cap could then be lifted clear. Five
pistons could be obtained, with diameters of 4mm, 6·3mm, 10mm, 14·1mm
and 20mm, and the thirteen springs were rated from 0·5 kg/sq.cm to 40 kg/
sq.cm. The smallest of the pistons required a special adaptor with a pistonPAGE 122
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head at the tip of the rod; an extension of the rod, protruding past the piston
face, served as a guide when the larger pistons were fitted.
Standard Dreyer, Rosenkranz & Droop indicators were invariably based
on the Rosenkranz-Thompson linkage. However, for a few years until the mid
1930s, high-speed indicators were made with the Lehmann-Crosby amplifying
mechanism. This could be identified by the company’s characteristic tapering
tubular spring housing. The smallest and most specialised version of this
indicator, known as ‘Nr. IV’, is included in Book Four.
Dreyer, Rosenkranz & Droop AG, owing probably to the proprietors’
Jewish connexions, was extensively reorganised in June 1939. It is assumed
that an enforced change of ownership had intervened; by 1941, the business
was owned by H. Meinecke AG of Magdeburg. Operations were continued
until the 1970s under the original name, but it seems likely that no indicators
were made—other, perhaps, than a few assembled from existing parts—once
the Second World War began.
The instrument pictured in the 1920s handbook is numbered 12783 and
no. 13589 was sold at auction in 2015, but survivors are so rarely seen that an
accurate assessment of total production is still difficult to make.

LEHMANN & MICHELS/LEMAG TYPE

In the years immediately after the First World War, changes were made
by both Lehmann & Michels and Maihak to the Lehmann indicator. For
example, DRP 339786 of 21st February 1919, granted to H. Maihak AG, shows
a detachable bayonet-lug body cap which can be rotated by moving a handle
laterally against the resistance of a small coil spring running horizontally
around the front of the body extension immediately behind the stop-post.
The overall design recalls the Hall Brown indicator patented in Britain in
October 1889. A comparable Lehmann patent, DRP 398609 of 7th July 1922,
Zylinderdeckelbefestigung für Indikatoren, shows a multi-lug bayonet-type cap
held by a press-catch. The catch, which moves laterally has a chequered head
and a riband spring
DRP 385793, granted to Wilhelm Lehmann on 7th July 1922, shows an
indicator with two springs, one conventionally above the platform, working
in extension, and another rin the chamber beneath the platform working in
compression. The goal was to damp-down the vibrations that could occur
in fast-running engines but still allow a diagram of normal height to be
obtained. The usual way of suppressing vibration was to use excessively stiff
springs, but this significantly reduced the height (and the accuracy) of the
diagrams. No indicators of this type have ever been found.
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Plate 88. This largesize Lehmann &
Michels indicator with
reducing gear, dating
from the early 1920s,
came from France.
Consequently, it
shows no marks other
than a serial number.
Canadian Museum of
Making collection.

Lehmann & Michels indicators were similar to the Maihaks, and made,
initially at least, in the same three sizes. They could be identified by the way
in which the spring was supported—by standards outside the links of the
amplifying mechanism, instead of inside, though the differences are often
concealed by the large bell-like housing. Stauffer-type screw feed lubricators
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Plates 89 and 90. Additional views of the Lehmann & Michels indicator shown in Plate
85. Note the wide variety of accessories that could be obtained with European-made
instruments (not true of those made in Britain). Canadian Museum of Making collection.

were popular accessories, and the fairlead generally had one small and one
large pulley in a swivelling bracket.
A small high-speed version of the basic indicator was made, similar in
most respects to the larger versions excepting that the spring was greatly
shortened and the length of the piston rod was reduced until the piston lay
just below the rotating cap. Consequently, the greatly abbreviated depth of
the body brought the union nut much closer to the platform.
Many of these indicators were also water-cooled, and could be identified
by the connector protruding horizontally from the body at platform level.
The ultra-specialist version of the high-speed design is described in greater
detail in the appropriate chapter.
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Lehmann & Michels also made a special indicator to the designs of Dr Josef
Geiger. This was an enclosed-spring design with a large-diameter short
stroke piston, with an area of one square inch, and a special modification
of the Lehmann-Crosby linkage which offered tenfold multiplication. The
protective shroud and the remainder of the construction were typical of this
particular manufacturer. Differential Pressure Indicators could be recognised
by a large spring mounted high against a calibrated scale. Indicators of this
type could be set to record fluctuations above any specific pressure within
the range of the spring, or, by setting the scale to the highest pressure to be
expected in a cycle, to record all fluctuations (including those that could lie
beneath atmospheric level).
Later Lehmann & Michels (or ‘Lemag’) indicators retained the outside
support for the spring, carried noticeably higher than in otherwise comparable
Maihaks. Production began again in the late 1940s, when, known as the
Lemag Typ 50 (for speeds up to 500 rpm) and Lemag Typ 30 (1000 rpm), the
pre-war designs were put back into production. The lightweight recording
Plate 91. Typical Lehmann & Michels external-spring indicators of the 1930s. Note the
large-diameter protector or ‘bell’ covering the amplifying mechanism. From De Juhasz and
Geiger, Der Indikator (1938).
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Plate 92. Lemag Typ 50 no. 512349, probably made in the 1950s, is typical of the post-war
indicators made by Lehmann & Michels. A comparison with Plate 63 shows constructional
differences between Maihak and Lemag amplifying systems. Museum of Making collection.
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Plate 93. A label in the lid of the box of Lemag indicator Typ 50 no. 512349 shows that the
instrument was re-calibrated by the manufacturer in May 1989. The plastic oil bottle and
the white plastic ruler were probably added at that time. Museum of Making collection.

drum was made of aluminium, with two small-diameter rods serving as
spring fingers, and the fairlead was a pressing with a single-pulley bracket.
Changes made during the 1980s resulted in the Typ 30 M2 and Typ 50 M2,
which could be recognised by their clean lines. The body of the smaller
instrument tapered into the union nut, which had a heat-resistant sheathing,
and each of the arms of the spring bracket was pierced with two circular
voids to reduce weight. Small-scale production of these indicators continues,
usually for use with marine diesel engines.
A data sheet published in November 1993 show that the Typ 50 M2 could
be obtained with four pistons (1/1, ½, 1/5 and 1/10 [of a square inch]) and
fifteen springs rated between 1.5mm/bar and 45mm/bar. The standard
40mm-diameter recording drum could be replaced with a 50mm version on
request.

SCHAEFFER & BUDENBERG

When the First World War began, shortly after Schaeffer & Budenberg had
moved from Whitworth Street in Manchester to a purpose-built factory
in Broadheath (near Altrincham, Cheshire), the British operations were
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sequestered by the British Crown. Work continued under the directorship
of British-born Frederick Budenberg—who had succeeded his father Arnold
in 1888—to ensure that supplies of the gauges and machinery that were vital
to the war effort were still being distributed throughout the British Empire.
In March 1918, Frederick Budenberg bought the British branch of
Schaeffer & Budenberg back from the British Crown and re-registered as the
‘Budenberg Gauge Co. Ltd’. As soon as the war ended, boiler fittings, valves,
hooters and whistles, indicators, measuring instruments and pumps were
once again imported from Magdeburg-Buckau to be sold alongside pressure
gauges made in Britain.
Frederick Budenberg died in 1941, to be succeeded by his son Christian
Frederick. The business was once again placed under government control,
making a variety of pressure gauges and hydraulic operating systems until
1945. The German shareholding was then finally liquidated. Pressure gauges,
dial thermometers and valves were made so successfully that a new factory
was opened in Amlwch in 1963 and a manufacturing subsidiary was formed
in Australia, but the Budenberg family sold the business to Burnfields Ltd in
1991. Finally, in 2002, the Budenberg Gauge Co. Ltd moved from Altrincham
to Irlam, on the outskirts of Manchester.
After the end of the Second World War, Schaeffer & Budenberg GmbH
ceased to trade. However, operations recommenced in what became the
German Democratic Republic—initially as Magdeburger Armaturenwerke
(‘MAW’) and then as VEB MAW ‘Karl Marx’.

METALLWERKER

The partition of Germany after the end of the Second World War, and the
foundation of the German Democratic Republic (DDR, ‘East Germany’)
allowed copies of the Lehmann & Michels indicators to be made by a statedirected precision-engineering business trading in Meerane in Sachsen.
The products of Metallwerker AG were to be widely distributed throughout
the Soviet bloc; no indicators are known to have been made in any of the
other constituents, including the USSR itself. The Typ 30 and Typ 50 were
virtually identical with the Lehmann & Michels indicators of the post-war
years, excepting that the spring supports were slotted and two parallel-sided
paper fingers of almost equal height were held to the recording drum by four
screws placed horizontally.
The Typ 50 could be supplied with five pistons—‘1/1’ (diameter: 20.27mm),
‘½’ (14.33mm), ‘1/5’ (9.06mm), ‘1/20’ (4.53mm) and ‘1/50’ (2.87mm)—and a
choice of fourteen springs ranging from 0.5mm/bar to 30mm/bar for the 1/1
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Plate 94. The cover of a Metallwerker catalogue from the early 1960s. These indicators,
which must once have spread widely throughout the Soviet bloc, are now rarely seen.
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Plate 95.
A typical
Metallwerker
indicator, Type
30, dating from
the 1960s.

piston. The Typ 30 could be obtained with an additional 2/1 piston (diameter:
28.66mm)and three additional springs rated at 35mm/bar, 40mm/bar and
50mm/bar.
A special ‘Gebläse-Indikator’ was made with a 4/1 piston (40.53mm in
diameter) suitable for low-pressure applications; the ‘Locomotiv-Indikator’
had an enveloping case; a continuous-feed drum was available; and a largediameter drum with optional electromagnetic datum markers was made to
order. Reducing wheels were supplied in three sizes, depending on the size of
the paper drum; the 97mm-diameter wheel was suited to the 50mm-diameter
drum, the 77mm wheel to the 40mm drum, and the 57mm wheel to the
30mm drum.
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Plate 96. The piston inserts offered by Metallwerker in the early 1960s, in conjunction with
the many springs, allowed a wide range of pressures to be indicated.
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WADA AND NAGANO TYPES

The history of use of engine-indicators in Japan is still sketchy, particularly in
the years prior to 1914—though the creation of a surprisingly powerful navy,
with largely British assistance, was undoubtedly accompanied by suitable
fixtures and fittings.
Dobbie McInnes claimed to be supplying Design No. 1 indicators to the
imperial navy in 1911, presumably with the warships built in British yards.
However, survivors have yet to be authenticated. It has also been claimed
that the Japanese had either acquired or copied the Richards indicator, and
an occasional unmarked instrument of this type has been reported from
Asia and Australasia. However, none have been subjected to scrutiny and
Japanese manufacture should be considered more as possible than probable.
But there is no doubt that the perfected Dreyer, Rosenkranz & Droop and
Maihak instruments of the 1920s and 1930s were copied prior to 1941.
Only a single ‘Wada’ indicator has been found. It is numbered ‘8018’, but,
owing to scarcity, it is suspected that this is effectively an ‘order book number’
and that, therefore, the sequence contained many other items made by Tokyo
Keiki Seisakusho KK. This metalworking business was founded in 1896 by
Plate 97. The manufacturer’s plate attached to the front of the box-lid of the Wada
indicator. The highlighted section reads ‘Showa 14th Year 5th Month’, dating instrument
no. 8018 to the Spring of 1939. Courtesy of Bruce E. Babcock, Amanda, Ohio, U.S.A.
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Plates 98 and 99. Two views of Wada external-spring indicator no. 8018, including its box
and accessories. Courtesy of Bruce E. Babcock, Amanda, Ohio, U.S.A.
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Yoshira Wada to make scientific instruments (Keiki).[2] As the photographs
show, the ‘Wada’ is little more than a copy of the Dreyer, Rosenkranz &
Droop external-spring indicator of the period between the world wars. The
prototype is assumed to have been supplied to Japan during the period of
Germano-Japanese military co-operation of the 1930s, when as assortment of
equipment (and technical assistance) was sent to the Far East.
2. The company name changed to ‘Tokyo Keiki Seisakusho’ in 1917, ‘Tokyo Keiki Seizosho’ in 1948, ‘Tokyo
Keiki Co. Ltd.’ in 1970, and finally to ‘Tokimec Inc.’ in 1990.
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Plate 100. Japanese-made Maihak indicator no. 10815 was brought back as a souvenir
by Master Machinist’s Mate William Wilson of U.S.S. Brookings (APA-140). Commissioned
early in 1945, Brookings reached Pearl Harbor with a cargo of ammunition on 28th March
and then carried troops and cargo to Guam, the Philippines and Leyte for four months.
When war ended in the Pacific in August 1945, Brookings transported men of 43rd Division
to the Tokyo–Yokohama area. The ship was subsequently used to return servicemen from
Jinsen and Sasebo to Seattle, finishing in March 1946, and was then decommissioned.
Unfortunately, accompanying documentation does not give details of the precise source
of the instrument. Photograph by courtesy of Leslee A. Moore.

The agency responsible for the pre-1945 Maihak copies has yet to be identified;
like Bacharach in the U.S.A., it could have begun life an import agency and
turned only to manufacture when supplies from Germany were restricted by
war. However, it is equally possible that the first copies dated from the mid
1930s, when a wholesale enlargement of the navy began. Pre-1945 Japanese
Maihak-type indicators, based on the Type 50 and Typ 30, are difficult to
distinguish from their German prototypes. They are now rarely seen, largely
owing to the immense destruction wrought on the Japanese fleet in 1943–5.
Nagano Keiki Seisakusho (‘Co. Ltd’ in English-language publications) of
Nagano and Tokyo, founded in 1948, began to make Maihak copies in the early
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1950s. Output of M2, M3 and W3 instruments is still continuing, though the
M5 pattern was discontinued in 2006. M2 and M3 are Nagano-made versions
of the Maihak Typ 50 and Typ 30, suited to maximum running speeds of 300
and 600rpm respectively. They have single-pulley fairleads with butterflynut retainers, and the drum has two conventional paper-retaining fingers of
unequal height. The W3, designed for use with internal-combustion engines
running at speeds as great as 1000rpm, is a diminutive of the M3 with the
Plate 101. A drawing of the Nagano M3 high-speed indicator, showing how the compression
spring is restrained by a threaded collar. By courtesy of Nagano Keiki Seisakusho.
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spring acting in compression against a retaining collar threaded onto the
short vertical standards alongside the amplifier. The M5 was a version of the
Gehlen bar-spring indicator rated for speeds up to 1200rpm.
The indicators were originally supplied in wooden boxes, but the cases
are now made of sheet-metal and include a special stand for the indicator.
The M3 case contains two springs (of the same type), a scale, a cleaning rod,
a spare drum spring, ten pen-like scribers, two metres of indicator cord, a
hundred sheets of recording paper, a hook, two oil bottles, two screw drivers,
a union-nut spanner, two liner-removing tools, pliers and a wrench. The
cased indicator weighed about 5.7kg.
The indicators have also been offered with a range of springs and pistons.
The M2 and M3, for example, can be fitted with ‘1/5’, ‘1/10’ or ‘1/20’ pistons (with
diameters of 9·06mm, 6·41mm and 4·53mm respectively); the W3 may be
obtained with ‘4/5’ (18·23mm diameter) or ‘½’ (14·33mm) pistons. Diagrams
measure 50mm high × 90mm long (M2), 35 × 60mm (M3), 21 × 38mm (W3)
and 25 × 40mm (M5).
Markings can include the Nagano Keiki Seisakusho name or registered
trademark (‘NKS’ encircled) and the date of manufacture, which, in the
case of many pre-1970 examples, will refer to the year of the Showa nengo or
‘Showa-era reign period’. Counting from 1926 as ‘1’, this referred specifically
to the reign of Hirohito; consequently, ‘Showa 37’ is 1962.
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